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The 2006 Quality of Life Survey was distributed July 3, 2006 based on direction from Council to conduct an
annual survey using “in-house” resources and every fifth year hire professionals with survey expertise to
conduct the survey (2007).
The survey intentionally requests feedback on services, as opposed to issues. Twenty-four statements
related to quality of life services were listed on the survey. Respondents were invited to write general
comments on the front of the survey. If they marked that they “strongly disagreed” or “disagreed” with any
of the quality of life statements, they were asked to provide comments so that we might work to improve.
Most respondents wrote comments regardless of their rating. The survey tool has been included as
Appendix I in the attached report and all of the comments received have been included in Appendix II.
Three thousand surveys were sent out in an effort to ensure that there were at least 382 responses necessary
to achieve a 95% confidence interval of +/- 5% points. This was criteria consistent with the professionally
selected sample size three years ago. We received 839 surveys by July 21, 2006 for a 28% response rate
(839/3000). The survey sample was selected by a computer program generated by the Information
Technology Department. The program selects every seventh address in the utility billing database. The
program skips previous sample selections to ensure that over time the surveys reach as many of the citizens
as possible.
As surveys were received, they were entered into a survey software tool that generates reports on the
responses. The attached report summarizes the results of the survey. The citizens rated quality of life very
well in Loveland.
Results
Greater than 80% of the citizens strongly agree or agree that Loveland is performing well on 12 of 24
quality of life services. Two of those statements generated positive responses from 90% or more of the
citizens that responded to the survey (reliable electricity and feeling safe).
Over one thousand five hundred responses were submitted on the surveys. Traffic congestion, job
opportunities, quality development, a second Wal-Mart and youth activities for teens seem to influence
responses.

All responses are available for your review in Appendix II. There appears to be some common concerns
related to:
•
•
•
•

need for higher paying jobs;
availability of youth activities;
rapid growth & development; and
alternative transportation options.

This year’s survey included one question about internet usage, 80% of the respondents indicated they used
the internet monthly (61% indicated they used the internet daily), while 18% indicated they rarely or never
used the internet (13% indicated they never used the internet).

2006 Quality of Life in Loveland (numbers are percent of total respondents)

Statements of Loveland
Community Attributes
Loveland delivers reliable electricity.
My family feels safe in our community.
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are
clean.
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer
needs.
City provides quality parks and trails.
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Sewer system in Loveland works reliably.
The City provides quality Fire/Rescue services.
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
The City provides quality Police services.
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community.
(Festivals/Community Events)
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members
of my family.
I feel well informed about City services.
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community
desires.
The library services provided to our community are current
and meet our community needs.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal
delays.
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide
options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes, sidewalks).
The City provides activities and services needed by senior
citizens.
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland
Government.
The City provides quality youth activities.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the
quality of life in our community.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that
offer benefits.

Internet Usage
(numbers are % of total respondents)
How Often do you use the Internet?

2006
Strongly
Agree/
Agree
95
93

2005
Strongly
Agree/
Agree
94
91

2006
Strongly
Disagree/
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1
3
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No
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4
4
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89

6

5
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89
88
88
87
84
83
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90
90
89
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88
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6
4
6
4
1
4
7
6

5
7
12
8
12
12
10
12
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79
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78

7
16

12
5

77
76

79
76

9
10

14
14

75

69

14

11

75

76

8

17

71

70

23

6

60

55

19

21

60

62

5

35

57
53

58
50

10
14

33
33

47

46

31

22

29

28

44

27

Daily
2-3/Week

Weekly/
Monthly

Rarely/
Never

No
Response

73

7

18

2

Demographics for Respondents
Lived in Loveland for more than 10 years
45 years old or older
Live on the west side of town
Work in the Loveland area
Retired or not employed outside the home

2006
64%
74%
69%
26%
37%

2005
56%
71%
65%
36%
38%
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Appendix I:
Survey Tool

CITY OF LOVELAND
CITY COUNCIL
CIVIC CENTER, 500 EAST THIRD, LOVELAND, CO 80537
(970) 962-2303 FAX (970) 962-2900 TDD (970) 962-2620

Dear Loveland resident,

7/5/06

You have been selected to share your opinions about the quality of life in Loveland and the City services that
contribute to that quality of life. The City sends out surveys every year to receive general feedback. Every
five years, we will distribute a more comprehensive survey to receive more specific information.
Please complete the information below to help us interpret the survey results. On the back, please read each
statement and place a mark in the appropriate box. We welcome comments that indicate why you selected a
particular response.
There is also space available below for additional comments and suggestions. These comments are helpful
as we make decisions about topics that need to be explored in greater detail.
Return the survey in the postage-paid envelope. All surveys must be returned by July 21, 2006 to be
included in the results.

About you:
How long have you lived in Loveland?
1 year or less
1-2 years
3- 5 years
What is your age range?
18-24 years
25-44 years

6-10 years

45-64 years

More than 10 years

65 years and over

Using the intersection of Highway 287 and Highway 34 as the boundaries, in what part of town do you
live?
Northwest
Southwest
Northeast
Southeast
Which one of these locations is nearest to where you work?
Loveland
Greeley
Fort Collins
Longmont/Denver/Boulder
Not applicable (not employed outside of the home or retired)
General Comments and Suggestions:
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Wyoming

Quality of Life in Loveland
Statements of Loveland
Community Attributes

Strongly
Agree

Agree

My family feels safe in our community.
The City provides quality Fire/Rescue
services.
The City provides quality Police services.
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and
thoroughfares are clean.
Residential recycling and trash services meet
customer needs.
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities
our community desires.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from
employers that offer benefits.
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Loveland delivers reliable electricity.
Water runoff from storms is controlled and
minimizes flooding.
Sewer system in Loveland works reliably.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland
with minimal delays.
Alternative transportation options are usable
and provide options to driving my car (i.e.,
buses, bike lanes, sidewalks).
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
City provides quality parks and trails.
There are abundant recreational opportunities
for all members of my family.
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as
a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the
arts.
The City Council is approving development
that enhances the quality of life in our
community.
The library services provided to our
community are current and meet our
community needs.
The City provides quality youth activities.
The City provides activities and services
needed by senior citizens.
There are sufficient opportunities to
participate in Loveland Government.
I feel well informed about City services.
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Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

No
Opinion

Comment – Please comment
if you responded “Disagree or
Strongly Disagree” so we can
work to improve.
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Appendix II
Written Responses/Comments

APPENDIX II – Written Comments: 2006 Quality of Life Survey

APPENDIX II – Written Comments: 2006 Quality of Life Survey
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
I can get around easy because I know side roads. Main Thoroughfares are terrible!!
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Except going east from Madison Ave. is crystal.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
manhole covers
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
I would like to see it slow down.
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
With more people more libraries could be used around town.
My family feels safe in our community.
Think ambulance Should combine
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
No Large Corporations
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
The area of problem is highway 34 east of Boise to 1-25
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Not sure on what they are approving
The City provides quality youth activities.
Need more stuff for children to do
My family feels safe in our community.
It’s not family friendly
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Only high price and too far away for gas prices
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Not for residents only for those who were well off before coming here
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Some depending on exhibits not for teens
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Only McWhinney who else benefits?
The City provides quality Fire/Rescue services.
Stop calling monthly for more money!
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Don’t offer benefits
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Put turning lanes on W34 and more lanes on 34 and more roads
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Ok
City provides quality parks and trails.
More trails in shade
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
Send stuff in mail monthly with activities and opportunities since we don’t get the paper
The City provides quality youth activities.
More for teens safe and fun
I feel well informed about City services.
Don’t get paper! Send stuff in mail
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
There aren't really any festivals
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
Not really any art places
I feel well informed about City services.
Not really info on it
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APPENDIX II – Written Comments: 2006 Quality of Life Survey
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Not much in town all at Centerra.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Depends on time of day.
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Not much for middle and high school
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Too much too fast
The City provides quality youth activities.
Sports only
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
For wetbacks maybe
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
I would like to see more bike paths that are not along the streets.
City provides quality parks and trails.
More bike trails
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
More public swimming
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
Like to bigger name brands and larger venue
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Traffic Congestion is getting worse
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Main arteries Highway 34 in any direction west of 1-25
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
There isn't enough festivals or family oriented events
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Please try to time the stoplights better on 287 so less delays
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
I would like to see a rec. center on the North end of town
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
I would like evening and Sunday hours in the summer
The City provides quality youth activities.
My child really enjoyed soccer this spring and t-ball last summer- great coaches! Thank You!
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
2 super Wal-Mart’s???
4 Walgreens???
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Agilent & HP losses gains only in retail?
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Gridlock on 4th and 287 in PM- 1st street west is slow moving
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Some sidewalks lacking, limited bus routes, bike lanes also limited
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Too much retail, too much residential sprawl
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Overcrowded, needs expansion plus branch in NW pt of town
The City provides quality Police services.
At times it seems there are too many officers on duty, so they are around nit-picking.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
All the jobs moving in seem to be low-paying retail jobs.
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
Not enough in street drainage
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The City provides quality Fire/Rescue services.
They only have two person companies. This is unsafe for the fire-fighters & public in addition to having a low level of service.
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Going overboard
IE: Another Wal-Mart!
Too much retail coming in that overshadow primary jobs.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
HWY 34 getting bad any day/time of week.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Streets always torn up- rough streets
My family feels safe in our community.
what goes on with neighbors
The City provides quality Police services.
We had a bomb threat at my place of employment and it was not taken seriously at all!!
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Wages are extremely low for the standard of living here! Benefits are even less!
Loveland delivers reliable electricity.
We had a electricity spike and $2000 later we were up and running- the city claimed no responsibility at all and the culprit was
found to be a defective transformer. This development were in is only 16 years old
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
There’s almost no "amber waves of grain" anywhere anymore
The City provides quality youth activities.
Our youngest left the nest 10 years ago- not sure what’s available anymore
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
We're getting there so we are researching this
I feel well informed about City services.
We feel we need to get more informed so we're working on that
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
it would be great to have a few more different music CD'S
The City provides quality Police services.
Need more "visibility" with traffic control.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Unhappy with city council. Too much development without consideration of impact to our schools! Quality of education has
plummeted due to lack of consideration of our city council.
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Hazardous materials need to be collected more often.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Many new jobs often pay minimal wage with no benefits.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
They take interest in their gain, not the community's.
The City provides quality youth activities.
Up to age 12 yes after that no.
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
Opportunities rarely happen.
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Some homes on 22nd Ave.
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
22nd and empire bad run-off. Low point in road. need storm drain
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Buses take too long
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Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
I wish more would use the recycling
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Continue to attract better paying jobs with benefits
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
We could sure use more but I guess that is out of your hands
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Some turn signals need to be reviewed
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Have not used them but glad they are offered
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Manhole covers
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Lake View needs to be watched more closely and monitored
The City provides quality youth activities.
Always striving for more
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Only jobs are box stores
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Not Enough and the schedule is bad

Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Sidewalks need ramps and repairs.
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
All to McWhinneys
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Potholes RR tracks
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
No city council are developed realtors
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Except dog poo
Need more open lands/space
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
We like the cardboard recycling service =)
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Dog Park needed.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
The chairs?
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Recycling bins are to small
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
I don't have benefits where I work
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
The trains in this town are to long, I always have to wait for trains.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
HWY 34 has too much traffic. Not enough lanes for all of the development on the east part of HWY 34
City provides quality parks and trails.
Hard to find a place to park to use trail
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Too many business are moving out to the I25 34 intersection. It is easier and quicker for me to go to Ft. Collins to shop
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The City provides quality Fire/Rescue services.
Have not needed the service
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Better now
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Expensive stores , need more moderate. I not happy that the Metrolux was forced to move
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
When school is on, lights are on way to much at Walt Clark
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Stops are to far away for me to walk to
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
Parking is a problem
I feel well informed about City services.
My own fault, too busy
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Except at Rail Road crossings or manholes
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
I have been looking for a job. Very low paying
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
I think we are growing a little too much
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Wish we could recycle more stuff
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Need more E-W routes and 37th needs to go through
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Heads are up McWhinney's asses-Do only what makes money without regard to quality of rest of us. Have attitude of "As long
as it doesn't affect me directly I'm ok with it."
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
Need more affordable transportation for elderly and sick
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
"Participate" maybe
"Be effective at participating"-No
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
I can't get my benefits but illegals can. Ii own my own business, and can't afford ins. But illegals get free benefits it’s not right.
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Was nice when I could return books to stores and going all the way to the library
The City provides quality Police services.
NOT needed any
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Not close to town
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Traffic lights could be timed better+ too many
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Manhole covers are like potholes
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Usually have to go to Ft. Collins
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Not need new west of I-25 or Denver Ave.
The City provides quality youth activities.
Not qualified to know
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
Not too much for my age group
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Too much chlorine and fluoride
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Need boys gymnastics and more dance styles for little girls
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Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Too many stores that are unnecessary.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Most are low paying-no benefits.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Potholes etc are problems
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Not in favor of the building being done.
The City provides quality Police services.
If you are rich and white then, yes, else no
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
The only decent job is gone overseas
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
Streets always flood when rainy
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Man holes are ugly.
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Nothing for preteens or teens
The City provides quality youth activities.
Need to be affordable
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
If you are white and rich
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Trash stickers are too much
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Pay needs to keep up with cost of living
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Bottle water is safer
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Quality of shopping is sub-par
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Employers seem to be leaving not-coming
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
Still see street flooding occasionally
Sewer system in Loveland works reliably.
Heard too many horror stories with sewers
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Traffic is atrocious! Traffic lights timed badly
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Transportation (buses, mass transit) poorly lacking. We have Colt that’s it
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Cracks + potholes are everywhere
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
I have never received a notice re: participating in and govt. decisions.
I feel well informed about City services.
Not the slightest
The City provides quality youth activities.
Not sure- Lots of youth vandalizing
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
NO OFFICE JOBS. DAIGHTER WITH 2 KIDS HAS BEEN OUT OF WORK FOR 7 MONTHS. TOO MANY APPLICANTS FOR
SAME JOBS NOT ONLY IN LOVELAND BUT FT. COLLINS TOO.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
POTHOLES,MANHOLES EVERYWHERE!
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The City provides quality Police services.
Need more officers
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Getting to costly
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
No hotel in West Loveland- stupid idea
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Need another rec. center in west Loveland
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
To much development need excellent how income housing
The City provides quality Police services.
West of Wilson is always feul of broder gerne.
Sewer system in Loveland works reliably.
Rail Road is bad a HAZARD
The City provides quality Police services.
The only time I see the police anymore is when they are leaving or returning to the police station. I rarely see them patrolling
the streets unless there is an accident.
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
An excellent program
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
I do not see the city working to replace high paying jobs that have been lost over the last ten years. Retail positions seem to be
the only ones coming into Loveland
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Stop lights are not coordinated, main roads to small to handle traffic, and stop gap efforts make the problems worse.
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Bike lanes and sidewalks are ok. The bus route seems too limited in scope.
City provides quality parks and trails.
I agree to a point. The existing trails are great. However the wait to have these trials completed is getting to be ridiculous.
Finish the trails please.
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
We have to go to Fort Collins for plays and shows
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
All I see are houses and shops for McWhinneys going up. This creates traffic issues and other problems. Bring in high paying
jobs and with the companies who are clean and community oriented.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Most have low pay/no benefits.
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Would like more hours.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Most of the time I can but congestion increases daily
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Realtors and developers rule this city now, with little preserved concern for how development effects our quality of life.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Jobs are not paying well & often have no benefits
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Lot of congestion on main streets
My family feels safe in our community.
Lots of kids with speeding cars.
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
A lot to be desired. Keep shops etc in town.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Get real! Minimum wages do not raise families.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Depends on time of day and where you want to wait the longest at the stoplights.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Really? Take a street survey about this to find out.
I feel well informed about City services.
Sometimes.
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Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
People don't litter from cars- city should start to take pride, don't litter.
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Finish the bike path 34 to big Thompson and east
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
I work in the manufacturing field but must work in boulder due to jobs leaving
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
With 34 being the only main east/west corridor traffic can get very bad
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Work harder to bring high pay jobs into Loveland and quality of life will follow
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Wish we could return weekend opening & especially Sunday hours year round
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
A lot of retail jobs-need to attract more high tech companies, etc.
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
Large standing water puddles in neighborhood after storms
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Taft,287 and 34 a lot busier
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Disappointed in the parking, not enough books I need
The City provides quality Fire/Rescue services.
Very responsive and helpful!
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Tastes good!
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Older parts of town and some near Winson/sw14th have no sidewalks.
City provides quality parks and trails.
Flowers always beautiful!
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Creating some traffic issues.
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Great services!
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Need more buses
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Many roads need work
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Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Need to replace jobs lost at HP & Agilent
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Too soft sometimes
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
34 is getting very busy
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Some bike lanes could be safer and improved on busy streets
City provides quality parks and trails.
North lake park is great
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
Rialto needs a stronger program
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Centerra-yes
Downtown-no
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Open earlier would be helpful
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
City Council could do more to engage residents
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Full of dog poop all the time.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
$6 and $7 is not enough for this high priced area.
Sewer system in Loveland works reliably.
Floods a lot.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Too much stop and go.
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
The parks are ok not enough pools.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
They must start to listen to the needs of community.
The City provides quality youth activities.
Need more for teens to do.
The City provides quality Fire/Rescue services.
Personal experience
The City provides quality Police services.
Personal experience at police station
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Fair roads all over town
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Insufficient material

Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Too much
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Yes but we need to slow down
The City provides quality Police services.
I do feel the city needs to hire more officers
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Need to work on traffic congestion
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Something needs to be done with the sugar factory
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Some areas could use a little work
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
It would sure be nice to test!
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Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
More bike lanes/paths
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Way too many!!
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
There are no jobs that pay
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
There are always construction on roads
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
???Letting too much growth!!
The City provides quality youth activities.
Not enough
Sewer system in Loveland works reliably.
Not when there are heavy rains
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Depends on time of day
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Too much development
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
East Eisenhower is becoming a parking lot!
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
"Man made" potholes around!
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
You are not dealing with the added traffic!
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
There are no more green bags. What do single people do?
The City provides quality youth activities.
I don’t know no youth in my home
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Some bike lanes are not big enough
City provides quality parks and trails.
Lakes to crowded
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
They've moved to Centerra instead
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Minimum wage, part time, no benefits jobs come
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Not from HP hill where I Live-traffic volume and trains.
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Bus route improved-thanks. Could be better with more stops someday
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Good usually-except some 2 lane to 1 land abrupt-bike lanes confusing and not being used appropriately
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Lots of homes and businesses empty in core neighborhoods and subdivisions too much new
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
New mall not needed.
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
Senior center needs to be open on Saturday mornings in summer
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The City provides quality Police services.
Police aggressively enforce speed limits.
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Taxes should not be higher in the new Centerra center!
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Boulder, Longmont, and Denver pay more.
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
It would be nice to have a Lincoln center equivalent.
The City provides quality Police services.
Poor speed enforcement in school zones
The City provides quality youth activities.
Not enough
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
I think all Larimer County libraries should join together to offer more books
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Rude drivers, Growth to fast
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Teen grand children need more options
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Allowing too much growth
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Needs help in lots of places.
The City provides quality Police services.
Bad attitudes
City provides quality parks and trails.
Need dog park
The City provides quality Police services.
Too slow
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Barking dogs are awful!
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Excellent
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
For what?
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Quality employment scarce
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Stop lights on 287 not timed well
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Need buses to Longmont
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Only available to young kids not teens
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Construction seems to be the poorly planned multiple areas may be worked on at one time that reader one zone of town
difficult to access
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Not abundant but ample.
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Too crowded
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The City provides quality Police services.
Will need more with population growth:
Gangs
Drugs
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Growth, population will need more learning info could be taught class in library
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Would with a health food store
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Really don’t know about this
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Bus system is inadequate
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Recycling should not be mandatory- I get it through my trash service and so then I have to pay twice + the city will not pick up
my recycling even if I wanted it to.
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Promenade is very disappointing
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
The council approves certain developers and delays others with "misunderstanding".
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Better at times
Loveland delivers reliable electricity.
Very reliable
City provides quality parks and trails.
Not with all the geese & poop disgusting.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Quality jobs are, very hard to find
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Traveled from NW to NE is slow
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
We need safer lanes for bikes
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
We need satellite libraries
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
We have water in our yard and our intersection is flooded when it rains-ices over in the winter with the snow melt
The City provides quality Police services.
The police are not visible in this town
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Centerra- brought in the same shops which are in ft. Collins. Would like to see new shops(crate & barrel)
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Jobs in Loveland are entry level and low paying and have minimal benefits. Can’t support a family.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
City council is approving too many developments. this is causing overcrowding in our schools and community
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Public transport (bus system) is very expensive especially for the senior citizens
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
Need more low income senior housing people I know are waiting 1 and half - 2 years to get affordable housing
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City provides quality parks and trails.
Loveland is in need of water
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Activities for summer - a public pool
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Portions of HW34 look trashy
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
We seem more of a retirement community
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
I don’t see many buses
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
OLD Garfield in need of repairs
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Some of the get togethers are in the week-I work!
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Any jobs available are taken by out of state people. Wages are not any better.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Some side roads are getting rough.
The City provides quality youth activities.
If they do then youth are not going.
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
A hand picked few have opportunities.
My family feels safe in our community.
Except at school
The City provides quality Police services.
Get rid of the gangs and the drugs
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Except in the fall when the water stinks too bad to drink
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Sometimes yes, sometimes no
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Need industry and business that pay well with benefits
Loveland delivers reliable electricity.
Approximately lost power 4 times in the previous year
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Concerned about future growth
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Not for all areas of the city-s.w. Loveland
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
We're retired
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Yes finally.
City provides quality parks and trails.
Don't use
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Grown to Rapid
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The City provides quality Fire/Rescue services.
But uses a lot of money to waist
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
A ways flooding in many areas
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Yea right
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Other than COLT if you ride a bike its scary
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Bumpy bumpy
My family feels safe in our community.
Save neighborhood- but car stolen
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Revitalize downtown- stop enriching McWhinneys
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Less development
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Too much development, especially by McWhinneys
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
Most streets do not have big enough inlet boxes
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
To many traffic lights at the wrong locations
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Too much development is causing high traffic, volumes & lowering property on old homes.
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Streets next to curbs get washed every morning
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Use bottle water
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Never see buses in our area
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
To old to appreciate
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Don't know what they are doing
The City provides quality youth activities.
Don't know about this subject
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
Don't know about this subject
The City provides quality Police services.
Would like to see more action regarding gangs
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Most of them
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
Need improvement in rural areas
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Highway 34 is becoming a nightmare
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
That is questionable
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Need to slow down over development before we have a work problem. too much McWhinney
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Life isn't build around shopping.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
The manhole covers are in the drivers lane.
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Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
They attract low paying jobs. Need high paying jobs so you don’t have to commute
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Way too much traffic for this town
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Manholes too deep
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Too many homes and people for this town. It has ruined the quality of life
The City provides quality youth activities.
There is nothing for kids. No fishing, hunting, hiking or places to hang out
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Not enough bus stops to all areas of town.
City provides quality parks and trails.
New ones are too far from us.
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Need for new outdoor pool.
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
Need an in town theater
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
New homes don't pay their way
Just bring more problems
The City provides quality youth activities.
Needs something like YMCA
The City provides quality Fire/Rescue services.
Do not know
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Do not know
The City provides quality youth activities.
Do not know
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Too many tax breaks for McWhinneys.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Losing some major employers.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
There is more traffic all the time!
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
These past few years I’ve seen businesses leaving and wages and benefits remaining the same.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Since I have lived here , increase in traffic lights and some are timed incorrectly.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
I think Taft between Eisenhower and first needs work
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Softball fields are closed to those in the community not in the league
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Have not used library
My family feels safe in our community.
Not as the early years
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Too many
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
You must have college degrees
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Grown
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Some of the roughest Rail Roads
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
To much grown
I feel well informed about City services.
I pick all police on scanner but not Loveland
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City provides quality parks and trails.
Great when new plus then quality decreases
My family feels safe in our community.
But gangs are beginning to be a
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Adding box pickup cardboard was a plus
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Downtown could use some work
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Retired
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
There is never a perfect public transportation system
The City provides quality youth activities.
Need a YMCA/YWCA
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
Juniors should be adept to self care
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
I am in the tech industry and I don't see quality jobs that in that area in Loveland.
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
I cannot go out in the evening
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
I cannot afford the "quality" of life here
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Need a bigger library
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Ft. Collins/Greely/Longmont/Denver/Boulder all have higher paying jobs.
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Should be picked up earlier
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Some not good
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Jobs are growing but good pay and benefits aren't coming.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
But less so each day as traffic builds
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Can't do my job w/o my car.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
But deteriorating
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The City provides quality Fire/Rescue services.
As far as we know they do
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
My in-laws from CA are so impressed
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Wish they hadn't moved our service to eurbude
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Wonder where the jobs are to supported
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Bus service is not provided to Denver Longmont, Fort Collins
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Don’t know what’s available
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
From what we know
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
New chairs have no benefit to me
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
As far as we know
The City provides quality youth activities.
No idea
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
We need a new skate park
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Water pressure is unreliable
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Too much East

Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Garbage containers at the lake.
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
New jobs at retail lower level pay
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
People always say the water is bad.
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Not large enough add a story
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Getting better
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
We need more good paying jobs-not retail salary one
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
We seem to be losing a lot of quality jobs.
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
We've recently discovered the Foote Lagoon concerts.
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Would prefer no fluoride
I feel well informed about City services.
Weed control in Alleys and yards.
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My family feels safe in our community.
See a lot firecrackers
The City provides quality Police services.
Except about firecrackers
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Tastes bad
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
City has large selection not sure about type-if really helps
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
No- self checkout, limited selection
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
What are they?
My family feels safe in our community.
See note on other side
The City provides quality Police services.
Some overkill
The City provides quality Fire/Rescue services.
Never needed their services
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Lot more traffic these days
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Don't use.
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
We do need more downtown. Hopefully Lincoln Place will help.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Not including the far eastern end, which shops I don't patronize.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Except for dodging manhole covers.
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
Except for those at "The Ranch" which I avoid due to traffic problems.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Development causes traffic increases and raised my taxes. Unbridled growth cannot enhance quality of life.
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
Except for those, like myself, on a low fixed income.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Retail is NOT well- paying employer!
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Too many minerals
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
See "comments" also 287 N. is getting worse.
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Bikers are unsafe with Loveland drivers MANY streets have no sidewalks.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Potholes
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Many, NOT abundant
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Way overbuilt!
The City provides quality youth activities.
What youth activities??
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
I don't believe we needed Centerra especially the extra tax to shop at these stores that goes right back to the builder instead
of to the community. Just because of that tax I will go there into Fort Collins to shop at best buy, Barnes and noble, etc. An
extra tax like that should go back to the people not the developer.
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Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Sometimes it has a taste to it
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Most always except 34
The City provides quality youth activities.
Too many teens with nothing to do, I think this should be a priority this encourages the drug program
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
I only hear of a few after the fact but I still work so this may be why
I feel well informed about City services.
Somewhat
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Need a buffet restaurant
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Too much building and growth, Too much for sculptures.
I feel well informed about City services.
City news letter sent is monthly statements- always a month old-too late for some info.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Jobs don't pay well
The City provides quality youth activities.
Need more
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Would like an organic supermarket like whole foods.
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Would like a dog park.
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Too many neighborhoods with junk, cars on yards and trashy yards
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
HP and Agilent jobs paid more then new businesses
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Need more right and left turn lanes. 1st and Cleveland etc.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Too many developments that growth doesn't pay its own way. Need more schools police fireman
The City provides quality Police services.
Would like to see noise control
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Sometimes pretty hard on Eisenhower
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Would like to see mini golf course or shuffleboard- things for seniors who are handicapped
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Too many homes going up
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Too much in Centerra and not evenly distributed.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
I was laid off after 25 years at H.P. -jobs are needed in Loveland.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Travel east of town is getting worse on highway 34.
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Colt system is good- later hours on evening would be nice if possible.
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
More things need to be available for teens 13-18
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
City council is partial to McWhinny's and their money!
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My family feels safe in our community.
Need more patrol on streets.
The City provides quality Police services.
L.P.D. Needs to increase patrol.
The City provides quality Police services.
Do we need more policemen
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Not due to traffic, due to all bridge.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Only thinking of selves not the community
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Except for Centerra, where I refuse to go because of the special sales tax.
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Neighborhood areas need improvement
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Too much retail need industry
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Few technical jobs, mostly service and health care
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Don’t shop much
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
No more Walgreens
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
Are the meetings televised?
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Need more up to date books, also more automated check out machines.
The City provides quality youth activities.
Not much for teens and preteens
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Too many
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Too much traffic
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Need more
City provides quality parks and trails.
Need more
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
In summer
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
To much retail
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Not sufficient preschool
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My family feels safe in our community.
Gangs moving into our area Groups of youth are starting to hang out at the park in the evening
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Now that boxes have been added
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Teaching still below many surrounding areas
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Eisenhower is getting much visitors
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Still could use repair on many of roads
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Local businesses are going under due to chains in growth
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Have you been on 34 or 402 lately?
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Major streets-yes
The City provides quality youth activities.
Expensive
The City provides quality Fire/Rescue services.
These two services are the best
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Too much is going to "McWhinneyville"
Sewer system in Loveland works reliably.
But so expensive as we fund new developments, sewage disposal should not cost more than fresh water
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Again I question the tax deferments on new construction
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
EDC could bring in more larger corps.
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
No large meeting rooms for weddings, etc
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Parks and streets clean, neighborhoods- trashy
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Mostly retail and food service that isn’t well paying
Sewer system in Loveland works reliably.
But stinks
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
I plan my times and routes
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Eisenhower is bad 29th too, others
I feel well informed about City services.
I make an effort by reading bill inserts and reading reporter harold.
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Home to take money things to city dump wish council.

The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Needs to be larger
The City provides quality Police services.
Non-emergency response is very slow. See a lot of police officers not obeying traffic rules and laws
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
Improvement has been started w/ the Dotsero project.
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Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
It’s getting better but I still drive
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
To Ft. Collins for most needs
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
But we could use more
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
But I never hear about them
I feel well informed about City services.
Not really
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Use little Thompson
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Finish the south west bike path
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
So far developments are not paying their share
The City provides quality youth activities.
Need more then parks, maybe a YMCA
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
Rate it poor
The City provides quality Fire/Rescue services.
Never have used-presume
The City provides quality Police services.
They are quality
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Do not drive have not used
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Have not used
The City provides quality youth activities.
Do not know
The City provides quality Police services.
Monitor school zones more. Patrol instead of sitting still in speed traps.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Repair work is very poor.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Drains needs to be cleaned more often
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
?
The City provides quality youth activities.
Could be more!
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
?
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
We've lost a lot of high tech jobs
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Poor traffic light timing
Lack of left turn lights
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
I know out of people who have a really hard time finding a job.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Some people like to drive under the-by speed limit too a lot many traffic lights.
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Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
The amount of retail space is out of balance with the job opportunities-The loss of HP, Agilent, Hach ,Kodak ,and Water jobs in
the area has not been effectively addressed
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Too many houses all packed together and too much retail-library needs to be enlarged
The City provides quality youth activities.
Very limited
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Everything is east poor infrastructure
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Blue collar jobs minimum wage
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
All development is east - council favors one developers plus gives to many incentives to them (McWinneys)
I feel well informed about City services.
Website for trash collection has 2002 info on it
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
We need higher paying jobs to live
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
You redo the streets in good condition-what about the beat up roads
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Jobs are not sufficient
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
? Where
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Revenue for city only
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Medians and easements are poorly kept
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Hwy 34 is badly congested and road in bad condition
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Potholes rough, surface obstructed
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Have gotten better w/new sports park
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
Sculpture in Loveland- awesome!
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Longer hours- more staff
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
From SW it takes 20 min. now to get to I25
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Nothing for teens
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
Thank you!
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Lately all I've heard is about the chairs
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Year Round Sundays would be great
The City provides quality youth activities.
Teens need help
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
Door to door for seniors would service
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
Live not heard of any
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The City provides quality Fire/Rescue services.
I would think that more hired fire fighters
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
I don't count Centerra
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
East to West should be improved.
City provides quality parks and trails.
Viestenz-Smith is great.
The City provides quality Fire/Rescue services.
We do not have enough policemen to control speeding in Loveland
The City provides quality Police services.
Our neighborhoods are becoming trashy and have graffiti
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Loveland is allowing Super Wal-Mart’s in it's town. Wal-Mart DOES NOT pay well or give good benefits. They drive out all the
local mom & pop stores.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
The streets all need improvements
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
We need better paying jobs in our community & better traffic flow
The City provides quality youth activities.
We have NOTHING in this town for older youth
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Need more emphasis on downtown shopping.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Most jobs are in service sector. How about manufacturing, etc.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Downtown needs more attention.
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Library is too small. Need more books, increase operating hours.
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
Need to improve feedback from city council to boards, etc.
My family feels safe in our community.
No first hand knowledge
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
The council does what ever it wants with no regard input
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Corner of Taft + S. 26th
Loveland delivers reliable electricity.
34 +Taft are backed up frequently
City provides quality parks and trails.
Good parks and trails
Disagree - Too many housing developments for water, etc...
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
We often go to F.C. Bigger budget needed in Loveland
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Getting better
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Getting better
City provides quality parks and trails.
More needed
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Getting better
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
Getting better
The City provides quality youth activities.
Getting better
I feel well informed about City services.
Improving
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Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
I pay $16 dollars a month
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
Near the railroad south of Loveland along Colorado.
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Need middle school soccer
The City provides quality youth activities.
Need golf too!
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Pay well is the operative word here
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
Haven't had any storms since we moved here in Oct.05
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Love those bike lanes
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Railroad crossing are bad
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Delighted with new sports park, great for grandsons.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Except for those pricey chairs
The City provides quality youth activities.
Could do more for teens
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
Chilson Center is great
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
Don't know yet
City provides quality parks and trails.
There is a lack of parks with new development.
The City provides quality Fire/Rescue services.
Watched hemhembans garage burnt to ground
The City provides quality Police services.
Forced on refugee (giving tickets)
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Charge to much for trash
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
To much traffic
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Minimal wage jobs.
Sewer system in Loveland works reliably.
Vacuum spouts water out
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
To much traffic
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Buildings block the sky
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
Money talks
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
For most part, but still some trash
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Jobs are scarce but that's all layoffs
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
There are but still need more options
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
We have lost many good employers
The City provides quality youth activities.
I would like to see more
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Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Need more restaurants... plans for empty shops?
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Not higher paying jobs in the area. Lots of communities we have
City provides quality parks and trails.
Need more family activities; swimming, mini golf, bowling, etc...
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
No good jobs here
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Over growth
The City provides quality Fire/Rescue services.
Never used these services
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Better with enhanced recycling
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Most goodest
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
When does it rain or snow?
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Not east Eisenhower
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Need more + better bike lanes. River to 800 but on Wilson is terrible
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Retail is questionable new hospital is good need industry to replace HP & Agilent
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
Not used
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
New Mall is too far away from town
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
We need more industry in Loveland
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
H.P. Teledyne moving
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Centerra is pricey
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Employment is concern
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Water is a concern as well as traffic
The City provides quality youth activities.
We need more things for kids to do.
The City provides quality Fire/Rescue services.
Never used them
The City provides quality Police services.
Never used them
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
When you repair the streets and do not raise the man hole covers you just make big pot holes
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
I travel multiple cities daily plus going to and from one side of Loveland to the other side is the worst.
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Loveland now seems to be all about art or shopping.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
The outlet malls are getting carried away as well as too many new housing developments
The City provides quality youth activities.
How about skate park facilities at the park so kids can stay out of trouble at public places, give them a place to go
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Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Bike lanes are extremely dirty!
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
No one in this household works in Loveland
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
HWY 34 and 287 are getting troublesome
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Except for bikers
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Not aware of City Council enhancements
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
I chose to use libraries in other communities
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
If it does I would like to know of their employers, my job pays lousy.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Sewer covers are well below surface causing car damage.
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Almost too many
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
@ 37th street except Duffield
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Seen most of the new jobs are retail-not good pay or benefits
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
It is hard to get to work or the west side of the city.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
I see a lot of businesses moving to I-25 not very convenient for many citizens.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Albertsons is closing Wal-Mart and Sam’s club will have monopoly. K-mart will be closing next!
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Water better before the flood.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
McWhinneyville is fairly nice as far as development goes but has made east Wilson congested.
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Some neighborhoods could use a cleaning
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Too many low paying restaurant or service jobs. Skilled jobs are few
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Congestion on two long roads is getting bad
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Bus system needs expanded Bike lanes and sidewalks are good
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Potholes!
My family feels safe in our community.
Huge waste of $ "Overkill"
The City provides quality Fire/Rescue services.
Too many behind desks
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
Waste of taxes
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
All incentives are given to the big developers and the small developers get screwed
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Only Centerra area downtown Loveland is not known for shopping
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The City provides quality youth activities.
Loveland needs activities for middle and high school students
City provides quality parks and trails.
Not enough Parks
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Streets look terrible
Sweepers are under-used
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Where? No industry; need some badly.
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
Never see the storm drains
Sewer system in Loveland works reliably.
Never
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
All they care about is growth!
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Work in Denver area-commute-last 15 years
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Lights on 29th @ Taft @ 29th 287
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Taft & Hwy 34 Wilson & Hwy 34
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Use Internet
The City provides quality youth activities.
No opinion for last few years- prior to 1999-2002-no
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
See on TV, city council meeting
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Lots of bushes covering sidewalks
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Manholes need to be raised
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
I love story time and other kid services at the library
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
I have to get my water because it has a bad taste
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Not all thoroughfares are clean
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
We love the bike lanes!!
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
We need a Dillards.
I prefer to shop in Loveland, not McWhinney.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
I haven't read about this -?
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Senior dances should be at least every other week now only I think its every month
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
Very Crowded!
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Taft Ave southbound from 34 to 8th is terrible
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
The city should host block parties
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Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
A bit costly
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Traffic lights could be coordinated better
The City provides quality Police services.
Don't follow up on vandalism
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Neighborhood south of HP is a mess
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Need more paying jobs
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Lots of potholes and man- hole covers sunken
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Can not make enough to support family. Hours and wage low.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Since I'm older and have my main career haven't checked many jobs.
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
More has service would probably be good and others you could change on the main roads.
The City provides quality youth activities.
I really do not know about these because I work and I do not take the paper.
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
I love having the recycling center as well as pick up
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
I've always had to drink bottled water in other locations
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Too much development too quickly. I'd like to see it slow down.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Most citizens don’t realize the cost of health care and other services for service industry workers. The pay is shameful!
Centerra is out of control!!
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Needs expanding!
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
It is improving-slowly
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
We need a health food store!
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Minimum wage is not well paying jobs.
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Water is better than some other places but can always be improved upon.
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
Its ok in my neighborhood most of the time.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Traffic is steadily getting worse - round a bouts are horrible.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Chip seal is disgusting! It damaged my driveway and car.
City provides quality parks and trails.
Waiting for the dog park
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
Too many housing developments.
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The City provides quality Fire/Rescue services.
I appreciate the quick response
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Cleaning up after dogs and geese not that good
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
I am not in work force but understand pay is not that good
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
The traffic congestion is getting worse.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Manholes give you a jolt
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Is there too much development
The City provides quality Police services.
Very impressed with expansion on 7/5/06 on Granby court-reverse 911 came a bit late though.
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Centerra is awesome
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
East of Eisenhower is very troublesome.
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
When will north Loveland be connected to bike path?
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
A 2nd Wal-Mart is absolutely stupid
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Losing lots of good jobs
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
They seem to side with the developers on everything
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
I hate Centerra- it's killing downtown Loveland
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
In the 9 years I've lived here I’ve had to travel to Fort Collins or Longmont.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Construction delays are minimal.
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Love the recycling program
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
I have been searching for something close to home
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Heavy Traffic
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Love bike lanes but wish there was transportation to Wal-Mart
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Limited selection usually have to go to Fort Collins
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Not at committee time
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
To a certain extent
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Losing Waterpix!I
The City provides quality youth activities.
Needs more activities for teenagers
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
I think the help at the library could be more friendly there are kids in parking lots street corners hanging out is there place for
them to go.
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Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
I think some roads are being fixed while other roads need it more than are being fixed.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
I have to drive to Denver to work
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
34 is jammed!
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
34 needs work!
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Too much building of homes and stores with road improvements
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Traffic is way to much for our roads-open new lanes
The City provides quality Police services.
Not enough room
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Could be improved at Estrella park.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Agree now, but it is getting more congested every year.
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
GREAT!
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Lower paying jobs in Loveland
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
HWY 34 is a mess due to too much development
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Insufficient snow removal
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Too much development!!
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
Uninformed on development projects
The City provides quality Police services.
School zones at noon they are inappropriate and I consider there unnecessary speed traps
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
We should be able to recycle 3, 4, 5 plastics also.
Sewer system in Loveland works reliably.
Lots of traffic since Centerra.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Too much upscale also need food co op just as many are leaving.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Too much
The City provides quality youth activities.
If you have lots of money
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
Same as above
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
Same as above
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Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
If they would keep the dogs out of them.
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
More than we need.
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
Fine in our neighborhood.
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Never have used bus as to old to get up step.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Get rid of manhole depth
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
They are over populating, more stores than are needed & housing.
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Unable to read etc
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Too much, Too Soon
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
Never rains how can you tell
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Growth is un checked
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
It should we paid more for it.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
This development does not pay its own way.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Need more things for active children
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
We need more turn signals
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Building too many houses! STOP!
The City provides quality Police services.
Not enough crime prevention
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Fort Collins is more convenient than Centerra.
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Water is tainted
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Growth is detriment traffic flow.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Growth is bringing too many problems.
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
I see a lot of bottles and trash along back trails and streets
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
To many entry level jobs, not enough higher paying jobs i.e., manufacturing
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
To much development of new homes
The City provides quality Police services.
They are too impressed with their authority
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
The person is not friendly to builders and developers. Staff does not own this community. They are employers. It should not
take 2-3 years for approved developments.
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Limited selection
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The City provides quality Police services.
Ticket red lights and stop signs
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Raise the minimum Wage rates.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Manhole lids too low
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
We need more recreation for teens
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Let growth pay its own way.
The City provides quality youth activities.
We need more recreation for teens
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Potholes and manhole covers
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Looks to me like they are obeying anything that comes before them
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Streets are dirty, accident glass left on streets, yards/weeds unpicked
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Too expensive
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Too bad there are no good paying to pay for that shopping
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Those HP/Agilent jobs need to be replaced
Loveland delivers reliable electricity.
Too expensive
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
Streets flood
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Traffic too heavy
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Front range needs high speed rail
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
Dinner theatre would be good
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Good paying jobs needed
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
Free health care
I feel well informed about City services.
My monthly bill informs me well
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Developers have to much control of council
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Need farm and ranch stores closer
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
I have not used the library very often.
The City provides quality youth activities.
Don't have teens.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Do not notice many industrial-type opportunities ~ mostly retail which equals minimum wage or higher.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Speed limits not enforced
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Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
We should be able to recycle yogurt container, etc.
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
To many Wal-mart / Walgreens
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Open space disappearing
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Excellent library with friendly and helpful staff
The City provides quality youth activities.
Your youth need more
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Loveland has gone overboard with high shopping
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Tech industry like HP is decreasing
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
34 is often congested
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Loveland is too development- focused. It is losing its small-town appeal.
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
You need to accept florescent bulbs.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Too much retail.
City provides quality parks and trails.
Maybe more than we can afford
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Maybe more than we can afford
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
Maybe more than we can afford
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
Maybe more than we can afford
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
For senior retired $1.00 too expensive per day
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
We have to filter.
The City provides quality youth activities.
Goes overboard for youth
The City provides quality Police services.
Stop signs and speeding
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
With use of filter
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Lights not in sync
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Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Tasted better before 9/11
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Poor traffic flow control

Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Need more bus running hours.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Poorly paved potholes
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Poor teen activities, need YMCA, YWCA
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Need more "sparkle" downtown like Fort Collins.
The City provides quality youth activities.
Not enough for teens
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Manhole covers are not at grade.
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Need downtown stores
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Need to help downtown
City provides quality parks and trails.
Need surfaces for runners not concrete
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Too much sprawl not enough concern for environment. No real open space left. The Devil's Backbone should have been
preserved rather than have houses nearby
My family feels safe in our community.
Sex offender next door
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Manhole covers
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Mostly
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Traffic is horrible
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Manhole covers need to be fixed
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
32 gallons/week
Trash stamps: $52/yr
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Can't service $60/yr
Why is it more if its more convenient for you?
Loveland delivers reliable electricity.
We don't use it but would switch to a cant it you reduced the cost.
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
If it rains its a flood at 22 & Taft
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Some pretty yuckey stuff west of Wilson Ave.
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I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
34 too crowded
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Renewed bike paths, i.e. 34 underpass
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
Arts fair
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
Make age limit 60
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
East/West on HWY 34 toward I25 very frustrating! Lights, traffic flow...
I feel well informed about City services.
Via Reporter Herald
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Some areas need cleaned up.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
34 is terrible
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Mostly
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Most jobs are low pay retail
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Traffic becoming a problem, particularly late afternoons
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Council is too easily swayed by partisan business interests
The City provides quality Fire/Rescue services.
I have never witnessed a rescue serviced to know if it is quality.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Seams like big push is for shopping only.
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
Same as above ,no knowledge to answer
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Then why do we have so many empty buildings!?
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
What? What about Centerra?
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
For good public transportation spend some time in Europe!!
City provides quality parks and trails.
Not enough for 60,000+ people.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Where?
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The City provides quality Fire/Rescue services.
Need better traffic control speeders.
The City provides quality Police services.
Not enough police on the job We have the manpower available not being used properly.
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Need paper bins back in shopping areas
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Low pay jobs only
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Poor street planning rail crossing insufficient
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Need more buses and routes
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Too much growth
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Loveland wages sub-standard- NOT improving
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
NO- city council approves ALL developments
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Loveland needs more Library space, possibly a branch or two-Loveland needs taxing district for library
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
Boards & commissions are for show only
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
I have always had to work outside Loveland.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Except rush hours!
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Without pickup large trash items are difficult.
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Not convenient to my home or shopping locations.
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
My husband is disabled and can't use most services
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
My husband is disabled and can't use most services
My family feels safe in our community.
Run down apartments, speakers on street
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Many businesses have closed or moved. No new industry
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
Too many.
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
The taste of the water needs to be improved.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Would like to see Development slowed
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My family feels safe in our community.
Rowdy kids late by library. Bad.
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
I love forced recycling
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Especially in the last year.
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
I think mass transit in Colorado is severely lacking.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Recently Loveland has over developed cheap housing, driving prices down.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Hwy 34 & Madison..
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Take tax revenue from I-25 development for schools and downtown.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Questionable not always.
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Too many banks and fast food joints.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
My wife has not been able to get a job in 15 years.
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
What water? What storms?
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Stop lights
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Manholes too high/low
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
City council is worthless should be shot
The City provides quality youth activities.
What-where-when?
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
Developers and realtors crowed everyone.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
$10,000 on chairs is stupid
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Lower cost cut to 2x/month
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Bikeways along busy streets are NOT safe.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Eisenhower.
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
There is standing water in front of my home days after a storm because of the curb/alley
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Too many new people for a small town
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
We need the library open more hours
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Too many high end stores
The City provides quality youth activities.
Too expensive for families with more than 1 child to participate
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The City provides quality youth activities.
Like to see more
My family feels safe in our community.
There is no where my family is safe
The City provides quality Police services.
Our Loveland Hispanic youth feel unfairly treated
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
We are already infinite number with shopping opportunities
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Minimum wage and no benefits is the reality compared to whom?
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
In my neighborhood
Sewer system in Loveland works reliably.
In my neighborhood
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Compared to whom?
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Have you tried to use Loveland’s alt. trans?
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Quality of life has nothing to do with council approving ok
I feel well informed about City services.
Is you don’t subscribe to RH. you are not important
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
We do not understand why we pay for recycle?
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Often cones where no work being done
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
C.C approves based on guidelines established. They only see thins develop are within guidelines.
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
I wouldn't say abundant
The City provides quality youth activities.
Not sure
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
Not sure
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
Not sure
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Depends on the time of day. HWY34 gets bad
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
It's been so long I don't remember
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Nothing for teens
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
Too much some times
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Not all of them are desired
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Low jobs prevalent.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Not all development enhances quality of life.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
traffic on 34 needs to be improved
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Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Trash + dog droppings no law enforcement
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Agree- but getting to be over kill!
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Pay here sucks! Unless you were work for city. Too many jobs lost.
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Most of the time
Loveland delivers reliable electricity.
Too costly
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Too many people and its getting worse
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
I don’t use, can’t comment
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
A lot of work weeds done.
City provides quality parks and trails.
Too mush trash + dog poop
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Over kill the greed of the city only one benefiting.
The City provides quality youth activities.
Need a larger rec center
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
Don’t use
The City provides quality youth activities.
Not enough for teens to do in world
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Need more books on arts and crafts
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Man hole covers
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Traffic is no longer easy.
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
I don't know
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
CONSTRUCTION!
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Manholes covers are bad
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Too much development! Too big city!
The City provides quality youth activities.
Nothing for kids to do.
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
I don't know
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
I don't know
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Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Not from where I live
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Not really
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Overbuilding doesn't do it.
The City provides quality youth activities.
Need more
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
Fairly well
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
Like what?
I feel well informed about City services.
Not really
The City provides quality Police services.
Enforce the noise ordinance
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
A wash losing and gaining
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Not during rush hour
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
More good restaurants
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Not enough.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Bumpy.
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Not for youth.
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
Not on west side.
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Not enough.
My family feels safe in our community.
Too many people!
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Don't need 2 Wal-marts
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Pay not adequate for housing and costs
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Too much traffic
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Are you kidding? All that approving caused major problems.
The City provides quality Police services.
What cops!
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
McWhinney is not Loveland
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
That’s a joke!
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
That’s what this town is-old people
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Hwy 34 is ridicules almost anytime of day
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
That’s true if you like gridlock on hwy34. We really need walk mall downtown like old town Fort Collins instead of all the stuff
out by i-25. I think old town atmosphere is much nicer and more related than California type malls.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
I live in quality homes except for one bad eye sore.
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Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
Who gets any rain?
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
some places aren't

The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
McWhinney should be tabled for awhile and consider other developers
The City provides quality youth activities.
I think that city teenagers have little consideration
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Pay is too low
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
More bike paths
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Restaurants & retail alone don’t pay well enough to support a person, let alone a family
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
We have grown many main roads . E. Eisenhower needs repairing NOW!
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
It's time to stop building new homes and occupy the ones that exist
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Greed shows too quickly at the push of developers and detriment of schools and McKee hospital.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Many people can't make it unless both work
The City provides quality youth activities.
Need more for youth to do
City provides quality parks and trails.
Wish park equipment was bigger at least some parks (most park equipment is small)
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
I think the library could be bigger have a better selection.
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Need downtown shopping
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Building too fast to assimilate
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
Housing even developed. tract homes
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Seems high paying means $30-$35k
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Madison to 34; 34 to I-25 suck
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Surely outweighs demanding of housing except affordable type.
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Must improve this & rec. center
The City provides quality Police services.
Response time is slow- more officers needed
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Continue downtown development
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Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Very impressed with recycling services.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
34 is very congested-lanes?
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Bike trails are wonderful in Loveland.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Lots of pot holes
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Would like more activities through the Leisure times.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Growth in to town
The City provides quality youth activities.
More are needed
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Sidewalks are in terrible condition in areas and can’t even use our stroller!
The City provides quality Police services.
Not enough money support given to all TVEMS! What more can we do to help with drug issue!!
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Not well enough informed to know
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Although at times it isn't free
City provides quality parks and trails.
Still like to see more
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Not abundant just some
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
Wish for more
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
We are overbuilt, Ii am increasingly disappointed
The City provides quality youth activities.
Love the Chilson center
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
Not sure about that
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
Can't say not an issue for me
I feel well informed about City services.
Certainly can access if needed
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Not from personal experience but from many professional friends who have been laid off out sourced.
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
What storms?!!?
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Generally I live too far from destinations to consider options other than driving.
The City provides quality youth activities.
Thank heaven the churches are!
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
No opportunity to observe
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Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
We are losing our small town feel
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
The chlorine should be filtered out
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
It is very difficult dangerous to be a pedestrian in Loveland
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Some spots on 34 are getting bad
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Agree, except for highway 34 east of Wal-mart.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Many temp jobs with no benefits
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Man hole covers are a problem
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Downtown streets are generally trashy
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
No dog park.
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Library hours are not adequate.
My family feels safe in our community.
With one exception- crossing ,busy intersection, i.e., Wilson & Eisenhower
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Depends on the day
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Ft. Collins is much better - library is outdated materials & building
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Better lanes
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Sometimes
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Hwy 34 always congested
City provides quality parks and trails.
Not enough hiking for size of city
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Not necessarily abundant but many
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Development @ Centerra destroys downtown
I feel well informed about City services.
Informed but not well informed
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Outskirts of Loveland fine missing inner circle.
The City provides quality youth activities.
Could improve. Seniors need help.
I feel well informed about City services.
Programs service for anyone need to get out info to them so they can benefit from them.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Don't know
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
I wish they'd bring back the drop off bins at the grocery stores!
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Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Young adults have PT with no benefits
Loveland delivers reliable electricity.
Had a TV killed by a power surge!
Sewer system in Loveland works reliably.
Smells sometimes
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
34 too crowded!
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Too Expensive
The City provides quality youth activities.
Expensive
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
West of 287
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
Except for the seating
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Oppose fluoridation
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
I always see trash broken glass and dog poo
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Retail doesn’t cut it.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Used to (I buy my own water).
Sewer system in Loveland works reliably.
You put lights in places that don't need it as much as others.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
You cut the bus routes.
City provides quality parks and trails.
Need more parks that are not over run by dog poo.
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Loveland used to. We have less parades-food festivals.
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
Loveland caters only to the haves-not the working class.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Loveland caters only to the haves-not the working class.
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Outdated we need a new one
The City provides quality youth activities.
Loveland needs an overhaul in city government get rid of everybody and start over.
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
I don't know of too many
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
I don't know of any
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
The traffic is unpleasant
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Bus service helps but is not adequate
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Is our life enhanced by the continued development?
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
That would be due to the geese
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Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Do NOT do a good job of snow removal
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Need more furniture
The City provides quality youth activities.
Don’t know- haven't witnessed
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
With the cost of living any thing under $12.00 an hour cannot buy food.
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
We need more buses and longer hours.
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Need more pre and teen opportunities
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Not when they buy $1,200 chairs
The City provides quality youth activities.
More for teens
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
It seems cost of living is too high and employers do not pay to match.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Traffic is an increasing problem
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
I know we cant afford it right now but we need to boost public transportation
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
They need to annex land before other surrounding cities do.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
The city is attracting lots of retail jobs mostly
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Hwy34 east is a mess however
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Wilson near the recycling
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
HP moving out need good paying jobs for average/ middle class.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
I don't travel in the morning or in the afternoon "Rush Hour"
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
We're getting there but always room for improvement.
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Wish the water park would stay for the young people
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
The growth is to fast. roads can't keep up
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Too much development
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Highway's look dirty -34 not mowed looks unkept - weeds along roads should be mowed
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Need industry less retail
Loveland delivers reliable electricity.
But we have a lot of power surges in our area and power outages.
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
Working on Dotsero now.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Roads congested- 402 1st street- w 34 terrible.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Streets are go. Sidewalks are terrible.
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The City provides quality Police services.
Need to crack down on speeders
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Lousy pressure now
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Oh, those manhole sinks
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Thanks for adding cardboard to recycling
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
We have added many retail jobs that do not pay/offer benefits.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
US 34 between I-25 and US 287 needs to be widened.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Approving much too much development
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Do NOT need libraries
The City provides quality youth activities.
Do not need
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
Do not need
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Will you have fries with that?
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Why doesn't the fox trot come down town?
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
What’s all that crap out on I-25?
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Too Expensive
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Too much development
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Too many new jobs are retail
Loveland delivers reliable electricity.
Too expensive
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Lights not well timed & too much traffic
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Too much development
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
(Paid) Recycle should be a choice.
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
4 Walgreens?
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
See above
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
We have poor drainage
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Getting Worse.
City provides quality parks and trails.
Please finish the loop trail.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
The city council would "Develop" Lake Loveland if given a chance.
The City provides quality youth activities.
Terrible 4-6 soccer leagues.
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Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Too much going out east needed in SW area
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Not very many quality jobs in the area
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Buses don’t run throughout Loveland
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Main streets need more attention instead of residential streets i.e. US 34 going west
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
City Council approving too much
My family feels safe in our community.
Mostly traffic that scares me.
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
The problem is people not the city.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
It seems like every year there is less of what attracted me to Loveland and more of what I was trying to avoid.
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Riding in gutters along a road is not a bike route.
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
They are changing from community events to production events.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Adding lights has slowed traffic
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Mass transportation-wear
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
To many low paying jobs, middle class is dominating.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Growth too fast not paying for better roads etc.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Need road repairs
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Not enough parks etc west side of town
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Doesn't listen to the people about too much new housing not paying for themselves
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Need new bigger library
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Loveland is not at I-25
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Not enough high pay gets to meet living eyesores.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Current road amenities do not meet the demand of the volume traffic
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Roads/ streets one behind!
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
Shut it down! We have lost our "small town living"
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My family feels safe in our community.
Neighbors on drugs
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Garbage should be free
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
TOO MUCH
Sewer system in Loveland works reliably.
I think
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Getting busier like Eisenhower
City provides quality parks and trails.
But could use more
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
But could use more paper backs
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Except for goose poop
The City provides quality Police services.
Police are more interested in getting revenue by issuing tickets than protecting citizens
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Curbside cardboard recycling was a good addition this year.
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
Free concerts at Foote Lagoon are fantastic!
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Far too much construction in town is losing its uniqueness and small town feeling.
The City provides quality youth activities.
More opportunities should be available for teens
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Goose poo
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Colorado recycles little from the curb
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
We don’t need another Wal-Mart or Walgreens
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Moving out of area
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
We have to buy it
Sewer system in Loveland works reliably.
Our corner stinks
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Poor bike paths
City provides quality parks and trails.
None in SW
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Abundant
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
Poor advertising if there is
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Loveland is cheap looking and like any other urban area
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Congestion east of Madison on 34-bad
City provides quality parks and trails.
Trails are good, parks are average
The City provides quality youth activities.
Baseball parks nowhere near the level of FTC fields or even Longmont, pretty much everyone. Improved Centennial now has
less seating and the fences on some fields have netting you cant see through. Even less viewing area.
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Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Don't see professional level positions
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Tend to think we are overbuilding.
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Need another branch on west side
The City provides quality youth activities.
While I don't have kids, I feel there could be more opportunities for preteens and teens that go beyond baseball fields.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Seems most new jobs are retail, part time positions
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Traffic is very congested during rush hours.
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Fine for Loveland/Fort Collins area. We need a way to connect with RTD
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Seems to be lots of rough spots
City provides quality parks and trails.
Would be nice to get bike trail finished-continuous loop around city.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Infrastructure does not keep pace with new development.
The City provides quality Police services.
Understaffed!
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Sidewalks are non-existent on 287 and us34 try walking.
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Teens are ignored
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
Nothing like naked bronze
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Retails are going down in price to many multi family units.
The City provides quality youth activities.
See King Soopers lot every night.
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Great job!!
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
You charge us to recycle, but you also prosper big time from the proceeds, should be no fee!
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
How about shopping centers on NW side of town
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
HP, Waterpik, Albertson’s, etc.?
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Very good thank you
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Plenty of intersections and roadways need improving
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
Get rid of new ranch building, back old ranch
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
I mostly see Centerra ville being enhanced in quality of life- others agree
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Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Too much shopping not enough high paying jobs
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
Some problem areas on 34!
Sewer system in Loveland works reliably.
Sewer plants smell!
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Fix and improve our roads
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
The bus system seems hard to figure out and not easy to access
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Streets are in bad shape
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Need more kid things to do
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
City Council just builds strip malls and tack houses not in touch with what people want
The City provides quality youth activities.
What we have is quality we need more
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
There are very few jobs that pay above the poverty level
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
The nearest bus stop is a mile or more away from our home.
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Not enough AFFORDABLE activities for teenagers
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
The city council seems to be more concerned with what they like & want rather than the community as a whole
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Although my family & I enjoy our library we feel it could use some expanding
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
All I am aware of is VFW
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
Our cul-de-sac flooded quickly - now fixed, but took many years to get fixed.
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Considerable ants, dog poo along bike trail - Wilson to Taft is disgusting.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Can't find P.T. employment under hours wk for at-home mom
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
My h20 comes from Eldorado.
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Bus service severely lacks, not a bicycle friendly city/street wise
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Roads need repaved.
City provides quality parks and trails.
See parks above
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Need another larger public pool
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
City Council seems to be in the back pocket of developers
The City provides quality youth activities.
Too difficult to get kids on teams.
Not enough fields and sports.
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Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Distance to bus stops limit the service to some people
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
Cost excludes some people
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Overbuilding of business/commercial strip malls becoming a problem
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Branch library may be needed sometime soon
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
This needs improving
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Water in Silver lakes, add need attention smell comes and goes.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Empty outlet stores show need of better business selections moving here
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
McWhinneys ville is getting any thing they want and it is not in the best interest for Loveland
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Too much focus on retail my husband and I both drive out of town for the better paying jobs.
The City provides quality youth activities.
Need more evening weekend activities for teens.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Seems like most jobs are low paying and part time no benefits
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
Always something to do.
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
Great arts!
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Eisenhower East of Madison has delays. Need 3 lanes E&W.
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Bus service is too limited.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Eisenhower (us34) needs work
City provides quality parks and trails.
Need to complete trails
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Need to pay more attention to water & traffic, also, schools under-funded.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
US34 is getting very congested
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Not much in the NW area
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Development not paying its way
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
I need to get to Fort Collins earlier than the current schedule.
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
More small smaller independents are needed
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
Ttoo much growth
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Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
There are plenty of opportunities in Ft. Collins and Denver that aren't far away & don't cause traffic here.
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
HW 34 has become very difficult to travel on especially during rush hour.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Not sure what development refers to.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
They are approving too much growth for our water needs
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
Not in our area
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Not for us
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Some need attention
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
Not sure the ranch is the answer
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
To everyone
My family feels safe in our community.
Influx of too many undesirables
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Generally, but some areas (residential are trashy; need strict code enforcement. )
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
However, enough is enough
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
City, country and R2J jobs -yes too many low paying no benefit jobs.
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
Some areas have problems
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Too many cars people with only minimal thoroughfares n-s and e-w
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Again- bus routes are on busy streets and highways with physical limitations people far away from the busy routes can't get to
them.
City provides quality parks and trails.
If we had time to use them.
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
This city council caters to the "rich and famous" and the rest of us can go to hell. They are arrogant and only care about all the
money and the perks they get from unbridled growth.
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Could be larger.
The City provides quality youth activities.
Enough for most; kids need to be more responsible and find their own constructive activities (ours worked).
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
How can one participate when in order to get along you must go with political flow!!
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Traffic lights need to be better timed
Loveland’s neighborhoods, parks and thoroughfares are clean.
Clearing snow on side streets
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Improve public transport in entire region
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
polling, shopping away from town to "McWhinneyville"
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Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Need to expand plastic and soy milk containers
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Need more high tech employers
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Bus service is very limited and does not come by my house anymore, bike paths are also limited.
City provides quality parks and trails.
Need to expand and interconnect trails more
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Too much (strip malls, etc.)
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
I'd like more!
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Sometimes not i.e. Boyd Lake snafu etc
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
I like a bigger library (more books, internet access)
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Mostly service jobs=low pay fewer benefits
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
Some storm drains overflow
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Huge growth promotes more traffic
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Manhole covers in some areas
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Too much growth
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
We love our library but needs expanding
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
Not aware of opportunities
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
Rough roads
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
No children
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
Not downtown
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Building way to much – a lot of traffic
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Excellent program
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Would like to see more emphasis on rebuilding downtown
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Great library and community center
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Sidewalks on Garfield Ave. are in poor condition!
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I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
The traffic is terrible
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
N/A
City provides quality parks and trails.
Too many potholes
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Too much development
The City provides quality youth activities.
N/A
The City provides activities and services needed by senior citizens.
N/A
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
It seems we could do better
City provides quality parks and trails.
No youth center at all
The City provides quality youth activities.
No youth center
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
Need to be spread out throughout the year
I feel well informed about City services.
Need more publicity on council meetings
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Except for new medical center, where?
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Very little recreation activities at Chilson for the 8-5 working adults.
The City provides quality youth activities.
For the 13-18 yr. olds?
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
More jobs being attracted that pay minimal wage
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Low paying jobs and they give the business tax breaks that the tax payer has to make up
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Internet is current but books are a little out dated
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
To much traffic
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
To many new housing
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Buses in our area non-existent
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Limited
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Unless your name is McWhinney forget it
Sewer system in Loveland works reliably.
Not at rush hour
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Some are Good some are bad
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
There should be no fluoride
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Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Wal Mart? Best Buy? Nothing but high paying jobs replaced with minimum wage retail.
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
Too commercial not about community
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Wal-Mart Centerra
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
34 to the outlets is terrible

The City provides quality Police services.
Felt harassed and unfairly treated
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Every college grad struggle to find a job that pays well.
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Bike lanes on roads are great but filled with gravel etc.
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Books are not current new aren't available looked for travel books the newest was 3 years old no kids.
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Bins are left in the street
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Depends on the time of day
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Bus system is bad
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
To much east not enough downtown
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Library is great
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
The library is great but needs to grow
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
We didn't need everything @ Promenade
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Too many low paying jobs vs. well paying
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
Problems in some areas of Loveland
The City provides quality youth activities.
Too many trail and parks
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
I don't like the trash service because I don't use it but I still pay for it.
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
There are stores that close after 1 year, Why build more?
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
What I don’t think so. Where are they? $8.00 isn't enough.
Sewer system in Loveland works reliably.
They are fixing this problem.
Street surfaces are drivable and safe.
This comes with your progress right.
City provides quality parks and trails.
They are cleaned before the streets.
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Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Sidewalks connecting neighborhoods together need work and rail road crossings
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
We need to connect the prospector like Fort Collins is.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
More unions needed
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
Where? When? when? How?
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Often containers are thrown on sidewalk or yards
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Too expensive
I feel well informed about City services.
Not into politics
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
We need more restaurants
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Eisenhower is too congested
There are abundant recreational opportunities for all members of my family.
Would like a dog park.
Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
Lots of retail jobs with low wages
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Fluoride in the water is of concern to me
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
34 can be a challenge!
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Public transportation not connected enough. I am going by European standards.
City provides quality parks and trails.
Have not been on them
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
The amount of retail is reaching the saturation point
I can travel by car to locations in Loveland with minimal delays.
Growth and retail is creating a lot of congestion
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Both residential and commercial are over-built. Need to let infrastructure catch up.
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
Don't know
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
We need parking garages -- Improve downtown!
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Add number 2 plastic
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Downtown!
Alternative transportation options are usable and provide options to driving my car (i.e., buses, bike lanes,
sidewalks).
Parts of Loveland are very bike friendly--older and more industrial sections need much improvement!
I feel well informed about City services.
We love the newsletter in the Utility bill--not sure how/or in other ways to "get the word out"
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The City provides quality Police services.
Over reaction
Water runoff from storms is controlled and minimizes flooding.
What runoff this year?
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
At what cost and where are dollars coming from?
The library services provided to our community are current and meet our community needs.
Continual reduction in hours
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
Too many new malls and old ones closing down--too much traffic on 34 and near I25 takes away from the small town feeling
Loveland delivers reliable electricity.
So far no rolling brown-outs please
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Uncontrolled growth. I would be happy to discuss
There are sufficient opportunities to participate in Loveland Government.
Don't know but intend to find out

Loveland is attracting jobs that pay well from employers that offer benefits.
I moved here with 330 years of experience in medical field, high pay took 4 months to find job with low pay
Residential recycling and trash services meet customer needs.
Need periodic bulk pick up
I feel well informed about City services.
Would like a complete list
Loveland is attracting shopping opportunities our community desires.
However, need fewer boxes and more interesting, unique shops
Loveland provides quality drinking water.
Bad taste
Sewer system in Loveland works reliably.
Many downtown locations have problems
There are sufficient opportunities to gather as a community. (Festivals/Community Events)
Could always be more!
There are plentiful opportunities to enjoy the arts.
Love this!
The City Council is approving development that enhances the quality of life in our community.
Too much of the same save open space
I feel well informed about City services.
I could be better at reading information provided--haven't needed Police or Fire, etc.
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General Comments and Suggestions
We both are old, old, old and cant drive anymore so don’t get out and about anymore
I was disappointed in the council when they purchased the new EXPENSIVE chairs. As retired teachers, my husband and I
sat on wooden chairs that were any where from 50 years old, and we used them for 180 days/year. We would not have
thought to ask the tax payers for this kind of extravagance. My current desk chair at home came from office depot + sits
quite well!
I wish the city was family friendly. I am no longer comfortable taking my children around of fear of inappropriate art. My
husband and I were born and raised here but its not our home anymore, we prefer to be distanced from the new age of
liberalism
Great summer activities and free and try and offer more live year round and send a monthly flier in mail with community
events free and charge for Rialto, museum, parks, concerts etc. We don’t get paper so we are left out and uninformed, also
please make more fun safe stuff for teens (business deters bad behavior)
Overbuilt, low paying, slave wages, housing dropping off like a rock ought to be like it was in 1986 around here in two year.
but like now and then you made developers and realtors rich off slave wet backs.
I would like to see more bike trails, more public swimming opportunities. I also feel that a larger concert venue + possibly a
whitewater park would improve our economy.
I would like to see a rec. center or a pool on the north side. I would like for my kids to take swimming lessons, but it can be
a hassle to have to drive very far
When I moved here 22 years ago I chose Loveland for its unique character and because It wasn’t Ft. Collins. Now I no
longer know which town I'm in. The retail development on 34 makes Loveland look like Aurora. I glad I chose to live in "old
town Loveland" so I can still pretend Loveland's a small town. And kudos to the now downtown group-downtown looks
better than ever!
I am 92 years old. Live in my own home at 1219 Hard Place Loveland. West of Loveland off Taft road. I have no complaints
or suggestions. I don't find any faults with our city. I enjoy living here.
Sincerely Elizabeth G. Zimmerman
We have just moved to the Loveland area, three months ago from out of state, so we are still learning about the services
that are available to us.
Thank you for this opportunity. We love this town and we love this state but we seriously need to "up the ante" as far as
wages and benefits are concerned. We're not talking about minimum wage increase. We need to attract employers who will
care families and their needs.
City Council needs to have regularly scheduled meetings with the board of education. These two entities need to
communicate. How can you approve all these developments without consideration to our schools? This is the one point
that I am very disappointed about here in Loveland.
Disagree with city manger concept. Should have an elected mayor as well as city council buildings cope should require
more brick buildings due to extremes of weather. City police vehicles should be used 24/7 not become personal vehicles
for officers.

We have noticed how Congested Highway 34 has become as of lately, also we believe utilities so much higher as of these
last three years.
The sidewalk situation in Loveland is terrible. I have a child who I push in a stroller and we'll be walking along and all of a
sudden the sidewalk just ends (parts of 8th street). Sometimes not only is the sidewalk gone but someone has planted
shrubs so you can't get pas t(29th and Garfield, NW corner). This is dangerous and frustrating.
Overall is okay. Kids cannot just go have a ball game in the park like 30 years ago. City council is more worried about
comfort than really getting into the city.
Love Loveland but UNHAPPY with city council giving McWhinneys anything they want and NOTHING for Loveland's small
businesses!!
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We need to raise some of the speed limits and do something with the trains, they are loud and long.
City council and Development Comm. Needs more citizen ideas and or opinions. Not rich land owners and developers
dropping money to greedily buy up and destroy cities views
Library services should include on-line book rentals, user friendly websites, and useful information for students of all ages.
I think that the recycling program is wonderful. I would like to see mandatory water conservation.
This is a great place to live if you can afford to
I think we are growing too much- it may be hard to sell my house if they keep building so many new homes. Also I don't
want Loveland to look like Denver, Just houses after houses.
Nice sports people!! (love it) bad ''Watercap potholes'' overall- great city to live in and raise kids
My wife and Myself are 81 years old and don't have much input. Except to say the things are ok
Eddie and Jamie Sto
We own our own business. We are house painters. we work all over Northern Colorado.
Too many Loveland police vehicles at Longmont and Fort Collins restaurants. The council is addressing plus favoring
developers only, Metro Loveland needs major help, and is receiving none from the present council
I fear sometimes city makes too many compromises when attempting to get more tax dollars from new businesses.
Something should be done about trash accumulating in the yards. Gives a bad name to the neighbor who keep there yard
nice and tidy, but live next to pigs.
The city should do more to help with traffic, such as adjusting time at streetlights and adding more lanes, like on 34 from
Lowe's to Centerra. And make the developers pay for it!
After spending two weeks in McKee Hospital I am so impressed with the doctors and all the services there. The meals are
awesome!
I would like to see the City Council and the City Manager make improvements in the down town area! e.g., better lighting,
more pedestrian friendly, more attractive street scape, cleaner appearance in general more (attractive) parking areas.
We need housing less than 500$ per month for senior and transportation from complexes
Begin controlling the prairie dog population & area they are able to roam in the Lincoln/Monroe & 37th area. Soon they will
begin invading homes on the south side of 37th as they are already across that street.
I BOUGHT A HIGH BACK SWIVEL CHAIR PADDED W/ARMS CHAIR AT SAM'S CLUB 7 YEARS AGO FOR $89 , I SIT
IN IT AT LEAST 4 HOURS A DAY. STILL IN GOOD CONDITIOIN. I'M NOT A SMALL PERSON! HORRAY FOR MR.
SKOWRON!! $1000 ALMOST FOR A CHAIR?!? WASTE OF TAX PAYER MONEY! CAN WE GET SOMETHING ELSE
BESIDES CELTIC AND BLUEGRASS FOR FOOT LAGOON? CLASSICAL? BARBERSHOP? COUNTRY? EASY
LISTENING? CHRISTIAN? OUR ELECTRICAL SERVICE IS GOOD. PARKS NEED MORE UPKEEP AND STRONGER
ATTENTION AND FINES TO GOD OWNERS AND SPORT TEAMS WHO LEAVE TRASH.
By in large, Loveland is still a good place to live. City Parks, downtown development, and the overall cleanliness of the City
are strong points. Traffic congestion, lack of high paying jobs coming into the city and overwhelming residential building are
negatives. I would like to see a limit on the building and an increased effort to bring in new employers(not retail) to the
areas so people can afford to stay in the area.
Loveland remains a very good place to live but the quality of life has been compromised ( in my opinion) with the unbridled
housing development and McWhinney expansions. It is no longer noted high as a place to move to as it once was when I
was looking to retire
Too many fees are waived for developers. Developers are not paying their share for what their developing is costing
Loveland residents for services such as police, Fire and especially schools
There is a large senior population in Loveland. We should have bocce courts and lawn bowling counts.
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While Loveland is certainly a nice place to live I am a "country" type person - I feel Threatened by the endless growth If I were
younger I would probably seek a different place to live. Also the cost of living is steadily rising which will eventually be a problem for a
person on a retirement income
Streets are not bad, but manhole covers are rough in our area. There is lots of trash from Loveland High. Street cleaner doesn't come
by often enough. Some railroad crossings are bad (Lincoln)(4th st.)
Would like the EMS/ fire dept. to have shock auto pulses. Finish the bike trail -make them connect-that would be great!
I drive to Longmont to the new Wal-mart because I don’t like the only to get out of Loveland's Wal-mart- I don’t like the roundabout at
all, people intimidate you, they drive too fast through them.
Many kids in the cattail pond area walk to school at Walt Clark. There is no sidewalk for them on the east or west side of Wilson to
walk.
We love Loveland. Our only concern is the lack of enforcement on speed limits and loud radios from passing cars, (Rossin drive out
by Mariana Butte)
My question: Why do we allow so many homes, condos, etc. being build and yet not enough schools and resources to support the
growth? The town and schools are suffering and no one wants a mill levy? Why the cart before the house?
Overall, Loveland is a wonderful place to live. I would like to see a Kohl's store in Loveland. Also, a food store like whole foods. If
Loveland had these stores I would never have to go to Ft. Collins.
Why are we always 20 years behind on development of thoroughfare? We must have an east-west thoroughfare on the north side of
the city. I know of no plans to develop one. Our last hope is 57th street with a connection to county rood 30 through the dairy farm.
Any chance of doing something about this.
Services needed for homeless and transients without encouraging more to come here. Roundabouts aren't working confusing to
visitors, elderly and me. Need a drivers license bureau. Need a better system to get unemployed employable people off of charity
and better help low income families that are working and trying
Loveland sucks. I would get out of here if I could afford to.
1st street should be a 4 lane road all the way to Franklin from the west side of Loveland. Repeatedly changing from 2 lanes to 4 and
back again temps people to race down the road.
Very wonderful town
We have lived here just over a year and are very happy.
Mostly work from home address
Please do not allow 2 Super Wal-marts. That is ridiculous and a waste of beautiful land and views. Please preserve our views
between Loveland and Ft. Collins. Maybe we can buy some land?
PS: Great job on the bike trails =)
Loveland is becoming overrun with houses like the rest of the front range. Air quality is becoming worse. City buses and all city
vehicles should be emission free. Loveland is a blue with the rest of the communities along the front range-except no employment
available.
Loveland had been a good place to raise my children.
Quit approving subdivisions that we cannot support w/water, overcrowding our schools and roads
I can't afford a computer. I am handicapped, so I don't get around much. I do not feel that I can give a fair evaluation at this time. I
was impress with COLT and most of the employees who helped get transportation for my 93 year old Aunt. The people in the office
were great. However, not all drivers were great. One brought my aunt into the garage and left her because it took me a few minutes
to get to the door. She tried to get herself up the ramp and fell backwards in her wheelchair. No, I did not report this.
We are semi-retired and really enjoy living in Loveland. It is a quality city!
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Dear City Council,
Since buying my home in October of 05 I truly admire Loveland and the people. Unfortunately I can really hear traffic noise on 287
south of 402. Also, I can see that art classes etc. are in the daytime and I cant find places to meet people in my age bracket(single
50-60). Nonetheless I love Loveland and plan to stay-Thank you. Margaret Royale
Enjoy Loch Lon park at the back- will appreciate good drainage that forms with the rain and the snow.
Loveland in general is a great place to live. I do worry about gangs and bad kids that attend our schools, weapons, drugs, bullies, etc.
I think severe punishment should be used for bad behavior- too many chances are given to the bad kids .the safety at school is a very
big concern to me. I want my child safe.
We moved to Loveland thinking it would be an excellent place to raise our kids- we haven't been disappointed
This was a lovely town to live in at one time, but it is growing to fast. We are building way more than is needed. We have a lot of
empty buildings. It is still a beautiful city, but getting to much experiment table here.
Police services seem slow and bumbling. See comments on back. Otherwise, good city services. I think the city should be more
involved with the schools - The school district is poorly managed. Quality teachers and administration are leaving because of it. soon
businesses will go elsewhere. p.s. Why is the mayor invisible?
The road conditions on just about every major artery in town are terrible+ extremely rough, especially intersections such as Taft and
Eisenhower. The city needs to quit working on roads that are fine and actually fix the bad ones
City Council needs to listen more to citizens instead of doing what they want. The council chairs were a good example. Most citizens
want less expensive but council did it anyway. We need to spend less on consultants. Don't have qualified council employees. then
we should get someone to take their place. Also don’t be giving out big incentives when someone quit or is fired. Also don't be using
tax dollars for gifts or parties for retirement. I am sure very suggestions and comments will go unnoticed.
Stop the growth.
When is this town going to wake up to the fact that this town was never laid out to be big. There are only 2 thru roads north and south
and only 2 thru roads east and west. I’m almost afraid to drive on Eisenhower because of heavy traffic. Council needs to think about
people instead of more money to spend. STOP GROWTH . Let someone else have the headaches.
We need better landscaping (such as too much grass in areas like Boise village) Why have so much grass to be watered & mowed We feel the city is 10 years behind in that area.
On the city bill for Water and Power, sewer costs are much to high. What’s with all the little add-ons!!!
Over all Loveland is an excellent community to live in. Thank you and keep up the good work. I especially appreciate the fact that the
population density is less than in other front range communities, it gives our city a more open spacious felling. please do not over
develop our city.
Jordache Drive has been resurfaced 3 times in 12 years. Resurfacing creates a huge mess and it lasts for several months. Please
don’t resurface our street again for al least 5 years. Save a little taxpayer money!
Either the speed limit is too slow or there are too many speeders
I moved to Loveland 2 years ago because of family connections. I am pleased that I moved here because of the safety and recreation
that the city provides. City leadership needs to be improved. The Boyd lake debacle highlighted enforcement and permitting
problems. Streamline the process and get it right. The school system was by problems. It needs more teachers and higher student
standards. Failed student should not be promoted.
We just received one trash flier/pass which has been hard to replace (we somehow lost it immediately)
The proper authority needs to repair the cement at the boat ramp at Lake Loveland by the statue of Liberty. I know of several
accidents/injuries to pedestrians, skaters, and cyclists.
I hope all the city council members are fired ASAP! The whole "Chair" phase was not only unacceptable, but made us a laughing
stock in fellow towns. You proved to Denver, Boulder, and Ft. Collins that Loveland truly is still "small town"... with big ass expensive
chairs.
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With all the I-25/34 development- traffic on East Eisenhower is getting very bad- would like to see traffic lights on Boise and 402 to
encourage traffic to divert from 34
Really need to do something to improve constant water pressure. It goes up and down. The traffic system for the airport and ranch
activities is atrocious. It amazes me that 4 lanes of traffic and at least 3 ways in and out of the ranch and fairgrounds were not done
when they were built. What were you thinking
I retired here from the East Coast and I love it.
City needs to spray for bindweed in ditches near City Parks building on Dotsero. Our lawns are being invaded by seeds of the ever
blooming weed in your ditches.
I moved here because it was safe-no Mexicans. I paid for living in a 50% community
I called city re-bush had grown up and hiding feie by drout nicely park- no one wants to take walk- passed on to one dept. after
another! and yes plant still hides hydrant. (for mount park)
I feel Loveland is a great place to live. I wish we offered more jobs that pay better.
Loveland is a great town. We would like to see it spruced up a bit. There are lots of empty or neglected businesses and homes. The
streets are also getting to be in bad shape.
I do really think the yard compost is great, Nice to see it being used instead of fertilizing the landfill. I prefer natural methods of pest
control (bat houses, etc.)
In the past 2-3 years our cars have been broken into x2. We now feel like we have to lock our doors (cars and house) days and
nights. There have been two other episodes in the same timeframe that our cars were vandalized-Traffic congestion is terrible. It is no
unusual to wait through 2 cycles of a light.
We eat lunch several times per week at the senior center; more for the contact with other people, than any other reason. Please keep
this activity going as it means a lot to older people. Thank you
Growth should be curtailed. The more Loveland grows, the more the following will increase: Crime, gang problems, Water shortages especially water. As you apparently do not realize: Our water is finite, so growth cannot be infinite. When I talk to people about
growth, I use the following illustration: Within 50 yrs. we will be buying out water at the supermarket for, possibly, $50 per gallon.
--Jim Manthey 904Jefferson 669-2538
Traffic on I-34 is STILL a nightmare and getting more vivid every day!
The housing press seems to be on the rise. Much more money for much less house-discouraging for new families that are just
starting out.
Do not have anyone or I should say know of anyone with my working hr who can teach and facilities are not open when I can go to
them. I do find the 34 being the main road in and out and all the tourist is a tragedy!
Housing too expensive for seniors and lower paid residents- Need to attract a restaurant like country buffet- also need good seafood
restaurant, Enough Mexican, hamburger, Oriental and pizza places.
1. Eastside town sewer still smells.
2. the current growth & development is good as long as there is water to supply everywhere.
3.Bus routes should change with new malls & parks opening- more stops to these places.
Limit growth
Add a dog park
We would like an organic supermarket like Whole Foods.
New roads should be 2 lane in each direction i.e. SW 14th between Wilson and CR21 before its too developed. Need wider road at
402 and Boise. Traffic has to stop on eastbound 402 so cars can make left hand turn. Too many junk cars allowed in neighborhood
yards .Some places really mess up a whole neighborhood. Like the messy place on no. side of 1st street near Franklin. Corner of
Carlise and Van Buren. People should have more pride in their places.
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I appreciate the mosquito control. We like living in Loveland but would like seeing a slower population growth Think 900$ plus chairs
too big a waste of tax payers money- how many have that expensive kitchen chair in their homes. No one I know of plus they are
used a lot more
Loveland is a friendly community. There are a few eyesores around town that need cleaned up- lots, unused buildings, etc.. these
distract from the beauty of the town
"Quality-good paying jobs" need to be retained in the community. Retail shops and restaurants are abundant but really offer lesser
security and more turnover... too much shopping east of town and not and not enough shopping areas distributed evenly. The movie
house is too far out for most youths now. Something like Cinema saver six would be nice.- no really good places for teens to gather
that could give them a social place that would be safe and fun. downtown could offer more for adults too-kind of like old town of like
old town in Fort Collins. I-25 access to highway 34 needs to be made to travel easier
Need to City manager and public works director City Council needs to stop approving any building
Where are the street cleaners! have they been in this area this year!!!
I was sent the exact same survey - sent to the same name, address, etc.
I think the city could save some $ by only sending out one survey per person/address.
1.more downtown shopping opportunities--make Loveland IN town-- not just an I-25 stop!
2. traveling across town can be slow at times
3. wonderful cuts opportunities! Keep them coming - maybe include neighboring communities
4. too many houses being built with not enough "older" homes selling into the real estate. efforts in the arts
Too many retail! Growth-- where are the "high income employee opportunities is. H.P. or Agilent. Does planning commission city ever
turn down growth?
We worry about the area in which we live regarding demographic changes. We moved to Loveland because of the crime rate. We are
worried about the number of sex offenders and increase in gang activity in the Allendale area specifically for the future of our young
children
Its good to see more awareness on the drug and gang problems. I do feel we as a community and the city council are letting the
McWhinney corporation lead us into a bad financial situation.
Too many tax measures for retiree an a fixed income and within keep going up.
Time to think about a decent mass transit system
Thanks for asking
Increase up keep of sidewalks, streets and recreation traffic with clearance of debris, broken glass bottles, trash deceased animals
many areas are overlooked.
I am 83 yrs old, relatively newcomer to Loveland. Am reliable to answer some of these questions, have not used many services and
do not know conditions of some
(1) Please educate and remind us through out the year on recycling/What can be recycled
(2)Please improve timing of lights (traffic) and increase # of Left turn lights...Example Wilson & West 1st
(3)We've lived all around the country and this is by far the best city to live in.
Personally I think Loveland is getting too big
City ordinance regarding mowing weeds , abandoned vehicles, trash etc.
Need to be more strongly enforced to beautify our community and enhance property values.
Library budget has decreased as the population increased.
Bring a whole foods grocery store to Loveland.
I am charged for trash on my utility bill, I am charged $dollar per bag. I am charged $6 for recycling products
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Loveland is a good place to live. I enjoy living here
Put a fine on all the people that blow their tree leaves onto the street and never pick them up.
Internet- daily Loveland is an incredibly beautiful city. Wonderful, friendly people. Big enough to have everything one needs and small
enough to be able to get there. Only concern I have is the growing use of methamphetamine and it's danger to our young people
More mosquito
New apartments on Lincoln and 5th street has destroyed the look of down town, the small town fell of Loveland has been ruined by
greedy realtors
This town has nothing going for it. No jobs that will pay for the high rent that is here.
Loveland, CO is not a welcoming city.
My work area covers NE Colorado, SE Wyoming and the panhandle of Nebraska
The reason I live in Loveland is because of the great quality of life and I feel the city council and the city manager are doing an
outstanding job
Keep open space; add more whenever possible. Start up with development + avoid sprawl.
use traffic cameras.
Over-development of Loveland adds concern for support of our infrastructure- roads water, schools, etc.
Enjoyed Loveland much more when it was just a town
We need to slow down growth so infrastructure can keep can keep up. highway 34 in bad shape- city needs to protest louder to feds.
Ditto for 34 -I-25 intersection and Windsor exit.

What’s going to become of old movie theatre across from Wal-Mart? Wasted unoccupied real estate space not good for city to gave
unused bldg. spaces!
Why so many Walgreens? -3 and bldg. I smoke. How about a Longs Drugstore. Centerra small us mice, I would like to see a TJ Max.
Too many fast food places, not enough quality upscale food restaurants, why? Don't send me anymore surveys! Going thru
chemotherapy treatments for ovarian cancer!
Thanks for being interested in my opinions! I am glad I don't live out east-there is just too much traffic out there! The core of Loveland
seems more like the town is was 32 years ago when we moved here. Please work on the downtown to continue to improve it!
Loveland overall is a great place to live. However it seems that good paying jobs for college grads. Skilled laborers or manufacturing
are fear and far between. HP/Agilent didn't help matters.
Since we moved here 6 years ago, we've been happy.
I love this city - just wish shopping in town was better.
I have a question about driving. Is it legal or illegal to make a left turn across a lane into the right lane? It is so common here people
always wait for me thinking I will do it. In New York it is illegal to turn through lanes.
I feel that Loveland should publicize more of the senior activities such as the senior dances, in supplying the food for the particular
activity.
I moved from the east coast and giggle when I hear people complain about traffic. Loveland doesn't have traffic from my point of view.
I do enjoy the parks and walking paths. Loveland seems to have lots of activities for young families as well as retired couples.
Survey should come in a pre-paid return envelope! I almost decided against sending it in.
The fiasco at north bay lake is ridicules the whole area is torn up and filled in by the developer who seems to do anything he wants
ruining a lovely area even tearing out tailed hawk nests. Criminal!!
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Work towards widening I-25 to 3 lanes is important; light rail to Denver plus FTC would be nice. Manholes are horrendous - can't you
smooth those over better?; More bike lanes / trails; love recycling program including new paperboard/ cupboard curbside pickup
We need more upscale restaurants with affordable price structures. New shopping centers should have at least 1-3 new stores e.g.
pottery barn, Williams-Sonoma, Crate and Barrel, Coldwater Creek excellent addition at Centerra.
The growth in Loveland is great, economically- I just hope the city planners are going to strive to keep it "green", with plenty of bike
lanes and sidewalks and not succumb to rapid growth car - centered development. It would ruin Loveland.
All of this growth is ruining this community. Growth is not paying for itself. As a person that has lived there 76 years, I can hardly
afford my house taxes. How pretty it was here, now all you see is concrete. How sad.
There is a glut of homes for sale in Loveland because of all the new homes that aren't selling.
Loveland has lost its small town feeling. I feel like the McWhinneys brothers own Loveland and control the development. Traffic is a
mess due to development. Buildings of businesses that have closed are left vacant while new buildings are going up every wherevery unattractive.

Monthly newsletters with electric bill is well written, very informative, good subject matter and is eagerly read each month.
As a senior citizen in poor health, these are a lot of the following questions we do not take advantage of and do not have a computer.
Growth is a major issue and is not paying for itself, and reduces quality of life for residents. public and private services are less
efficient as a result of growth.
Too much emphasis is put on park. We need quality club houses at Marianna Butte. We have 2 of the best courses in the region and
the poorest club .
Quality of life could be improved if cases were enforced for things such as uncontrolled animals, trashy yards, and overgrown alleys.
Sidewalks are missing in some of the older parts making walking in the streets necessary.
Police services need to be improved, large trucks, trailers, boats (pontoon on 8th. West to Harrison St. been there for months on the
street.) Ticket red light & stop sign runners, bikes included. I see very few fines on the above in our paper.
Thank you
We are very happy living in Loveland.
Upon reflection of my last city bill I can no longer afford to water my grass- hope mother nature will green up. Cost of living to high,
jobs paying too low
I have lived here for 46 years and I think inconsiderate drivers are a big problem,
Wouldn't live any place else!
Great place to live but taxes too high
I am very upset that the open space near my home is being developed into "Boise village". And why do we need to Wal-marts? For
these reasons I know that I will not be staying. I am also sad the movie theatre is so far away now.
We are reaching the age where we would not be able to defend ourselves, but we feel safe here.
Loveland is as good town a great place to live.
Streets are our worst attribute. Cover plates are too high or too low on every street. (even brand new lower Taft!) Almost all streets
have trenches cut into them within 4-5 weeks of re-paving!! What happened to planning ahead!? I know there are adjustment rings to
make covers the proper grade; why don't we use them?
If you could get rid of the sex offender and dogs next door- I went to court & the Judge thought I was kidding.
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Lovely city, wonderful people
Since very young and very old sometimes are at the bell park why can't a net system be set up to protect watchers from foul balls.
I’ve seen others parks do this.
Biggest complaint is the manhole covers in the road. When you drive over them it really affects your car/truck why can't these be
moved to center of street or covered around them to make a smoother road
Would like to see something done with the trashy apartment complex east of the 7-eleven (Eisenhower) it is an eyesore. Looks bad
for the community. Public pool on North end of town would be nice.
I am appalled by the City Council's flagrant abuse of their spending power in regard to the $900 chairs-and by the way they rushed to
spend the money one day after their intentions were made public. I find myself distrustful of their integrity as a group and feel soured
by the whole episode.
Buses that don't take an hour to go for a ride that would take 10 min. by car!
Save gas put paper plus card board bins back in shopping areas people would use them more plus save gas now you have to drive
to a recycle center. too many minimum wages jobs being made that other problems/ unaffordable housing, not enough money live on
etc. Slow down our super growth rate use are running out of water and other services.
Library is over crowded/over used- no place to expand- possibly build a branch or two- Loveland has no decent paying jobs- Loveland
needs affordable housing- Loveland needs a homeless shelter
Keep up the good work.
NO MORE housing developments. There are new homes sitting empty. I have had my house for sale for 1 year and no decent offer.
We live in the Briarway retirement park. It is quiet and restful here. The post office, McKee hospital and orchards shopping center are
within a close proximity to us.
I like Loveland and will probably stay here indefinitely. The lanes here are GREAT + appreciate them as biking is my alternate
transportation
Please take care of the streets in downtown Loveland( Paint center lane line and parking line, etc.)
1. Its time for a dog park. Old fair grounds?
2. Allocate tax revenue from McWhinneyville to revitalize downtown and old fair grounds.
You ask for my opinion, since I came to Loveland I've had nothing but trouble. It seems that there should be one area that I could say
I'm happy about that change. There is one. It is a quiet area I live in.-After thought please don't put the triangle nude sculpture in the
future church area-Pauleen Erlick
Let the city council sit on folding chairs. you can get 4 of them at Sam's for $25.00 give the $10,000.00 to the needy, not the big butt
Democrats on the council. one $10.00 piece of rope could be used to hang all of them one at a time.

4 way stop at park & Boise!!!
Cars travel too fast on Boise!
Are you going to wait until a small child is killed???
Wake up and smell the coffee!! Please, before its too late!!!!!!
Stop all the construction in Loveland this is a very nice town we don't want a big city
Loveland still in the "bronze age"
Enforce the cat leash law. We have several neighborhood cat who goes to the bathroom in our back yard.
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On development- what you doing to do when water RUNS OUT. Too much crime, and gang activity. As long as city keeps building
only going to get worse, getting too costly to live here, with all the increases, taxes, services, and GREED+ corruption, the people
don't have a chance on fixed income. I don't have a blank check like the city. City needs to tighten belt and stop crying to tax payers
every time they want something
The arrogance and lack of respect for the general public by the top administrators counters all other positives.
34 is really congested.
Was a resident of Loveland growing up - moved away and haven’t been back since '99. We do not enjoy the way the city is growing
so fast! We don't want to lose the small town quality of life
I feel that our city is over building -- And the poor working people can not afford that great low housing.
I wish the city would do something to enforce the noise ordinance. There is no reason for citizens to suffer from loud motorcycles,
cars, bass subwoofers, dogs that bark all day and night.
City Council and planning commission area joke! Obviously "planning" was not part of their long term plan. Too many developments =
poor roads, weirdo's, more crime, major school problems, water problems, high cost of living, minimal wages, etc, etc. People focus
on small stuff like smoking - What about potential murderers, those who drink & drive, drugs, abused children, abused women - the
list goes on and on.
Do more for downtown stop kissing McWhinney's ass
We would like to see more Loveland government involved in the lowering and raising of the water in lake Loveland it was very
disappointing to not have the public break open this summer.
I think it is time to table McWhinneys request in favor of seeking out and consider other developers. This is not a negative towards
McWinneys as he has done a great job. There needs to be more consideration of pre teens and teenagers - things that can be
provided that are unorganized. Athletic field stop begin built in favor of indoor swimming pools, real parks such as veterans park, and
a large building where lock down dances and parties can be conducted for the benefit of the teenagers.
Why don’t you do this online and save the postage???
Loveland could use a chlorinated outdoor pool!!!!(Besides Winona)
I would like to see our city govt. commit more resource to assist the low to moderate income residents. Assistance to homeless, like a
mission and family- assistance for children is needed
I am sorry that the city council and Don Williams approved and helped Poudre hospital re-locate to Loveland. it will make a mess for
McKee to thrive and continue as a 1st class hospital - very disloyal to our town.
I love the new sports pack-but we need a better outside pool. With crystal rapids closed, Winona crazy busy, it is hard to know where
to go to swim (Boyd lake beach's, north lake are too dependent on water level! I would rather go to a pool with chlorine.
I would love to see better right of way and sign visibility around town. Why can't all city employees be used as an information
network? Surely almost all of them drive around town. Can't they report blocked views at corners ,driveways and curves in the
roadways? Cant they help report blocked traffic signs? Either that or have some average Joe report it.
More lane space on Madison & Highway 34 to I-25 must be a priority. Realizing 34 & I-25 are state & Federal roads, pushing them as
priorities are critical. Madison from Silverleaf north can be widened.
We love Loveland! we love all the arts, bike trails, new businesses (especially restaurants). Parks and recycling are so good here.
Would like to see Chilson expanded (especially the parking lot). Meth labs and increasing crime are getting scary though. would love
the city of Loveland to allow online pay and/or automatic debit for utility bills.
Why is it that we only have one more road THROUGH THE CITY in each direction. Is this a Colo. law? Stop adding on the east side
and let the west side be imposed and allow the north and south. For years the only growth on the west side has been homes, forcing
everyone to come to town.
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Please clean storm drain on Melissa drive. My property floods every time we get a hard rain. (1441 Melissa drive- see photos) The
street has only one storm drain for 3 blocks- it needs more. Julia Hatvig (970)2030718
I love our city and appreciate so much about what if offers and how it is growing, except the building-and the loss of over open space
and the beauty and quality of community that goes with that.
In general we're very concerned about the school district. I realize that entity stands apart from city government but it is a significant
issue for quality of life in Loveland. To drive daily past enormous administration facility I know many teachers who were laid off this
year shows a significant failure to proper priority use of public tax dollars. Clearly this school district is Admin heavy and teachers light
and it is showing in our grandchildren's educational experience in this town.
Highway 34 east needs work to handle the heavy traffic flow. Also the I-25 - 34 interchange is dangerous and needs to be redone.
The downtown area needs to be given priority regarding clean up; Storage why are repair shops allowed to have so many junk cars
on property corner of 4th - Garfield- lot @ 7th street lot @ 6th street , I have thought there were codes placed on the books years ago
on this
After the chair incident, it is obvious the city council thinks highly of themselves and has no regard for the public opinion. They ought
to be ashamed of themselves. That money spent on the chairs could have been used to better the community.
I wish Loveland would attract more high paying jobs so I wouldn't have to commute to Denver. All new development going on seems
to employ low-wage workers i.e. retail, restaurants, hotels
The baseball "rec" should be for recreation as it was designed. Not for competition. There are competitive leagues for such purpose.
Coaches take the game go seriously at the recreational level.
Get the bike trails connected west of town. Example :The gap on the west of 29th.
I ride a bike. Trash along Eisenhower from Denver Ave .east out to Centerra is very bad. Especially on the north side-in the ditch,
etc., I even saw a dead golden retriever in the ditch one day. I think it is now gone.
Skilled labor jobs, Loveland needs more blue collar jobs (industry) not retail, that's the working poor. Affordable housing and rentals.
More assistance for entrepreneurs and small businesses owners. Accountability on city spending. No on the $1,000.00 chairs spend
our taxes wisely. Let us vote. We the people pay your wages.
Get rid of "secrets" i.e. Why or for what reason do people get released from their positions i.e. assistant city manager?? openness is
the key to trust.
Police should arrest and fine people who light their own fire crackers, cherry bombs, etc... Nothing is done and every year it gets
worse and worse. Bottle rockets land on my roof + with the drought it is a miracle that homes aren't burned to the ground. Why does
the city allow fireworks to be sold? small children in my area light their own fireworks with their dumb parents "supervising"
We have lived since 1963. It is hard to be excited about the continued development going on around us. I doubt that we will stay here
much longer. One thing that I am very proud of is Loveland's recycling program.
Love living here - keep up the good work!
The sidewalks need to become available on 287 and there needs to be a bike lane on Monroe where the bridge is
Drop the sales tax food.
school feels and water are too high.
I would like to see City Council improve things for the community. Sometimes it seems they approve things in the best interest of their
wallets rather than the best interest of the people. I.E. not banning fireworks stands because a city councilman owned a few of them.
Loveland was 30000 population when we moved here 18 years ago and was a beautiful town. The growth (sickeningly excessive)
has turned it completely around. Were we not so old (83 & 82) We’d move out in a minute. The developers and the city officials who
have allowed it to happen.
We love living in Loveland. Our community is beautiful, safe, enjoyable.
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Lets change the name of Loveland to McWhinneyville since they OWN our city governments!
Life is getting too expensive in Loveland.
Lets control the Wal-marts and Walgreens. I believe (4) Walgreens are enough! highway 34 has enough abandoned buildings!!! This
is a very pressing issue! thanks
Loveland is a great place to live!! I've been here for 12 years now and am concerned with too much growth in such a beautiful cityafraid it will become a big city like Denver with all the building homes and unneeded Banks.
Keep high level of education for our children.
2. Continue to strengthen all senior citizens facilities & services.
With all the growth most new jobs are low paying, temporary jobs with no benefits. Growth is only benefiting a small minority, not the
middle class for sure. Promises of parks/recreation on the west side of town have not been kept, the growth on the west side has also
been overdone with not one park! Time for council and the rest of the city management to wake up and quit just taking care of
themselves.
I hope the results from this survey will be communicated to everyone. I also hope to see action in areas of concern in a timely
manners without more surveys or "studies", more money and time is wasted on studies, then actually digging in and getting things
accomplished. stop pacifying the McWhinney's.
Loveland when I first moved up here from Den.. Now I really don’t like see the growth. Way too many houses and stores. That
beautiful home town feel is fast disappearing from a person who loves the country side and smaller towns its sad
Shame on city council for spending $900+/chair
I moved to Loveland 9 years ago because of its small town feeling and unique qualities. Those qualities have been compromised by
the excessive commercial + residential development at Centerra and other areas Loveland has now become "any town America"
because of the city councils desire to raise revenue at the expense of the citizens.
Loveland needs to encourage more use of natural resources i.e. solar energy. HOA's do not allow clothes lines on solar panels. I
believe the city could step in and promote such items and in turn promote the city as eco-conscious.
We need safer, easier walking, biking access to MVHS an additional exit from parking lot.
We moved to Loveland to be nearer to work plus the hospital.
We need to crack down on driving and traffic violations. Every day, week, month is gets worse and worse- more dangerous. If we
enforced existing traffic laws it would generate a lot of money and make a better quality of life, less accidents and road rage.
Water is a major concern. The narrows was started in 1902 and the canyon up to the Poudre in 1904 - for storage. Nothing has done.
We can't stand much more development without more water storage.
The town needs a theater other than the Rialto in town. Not out at McWhinneyville. But then City Council always sells out to
developers so it not a surprise. It's sad when I have to drive 10 miles in my own town to catch a movie. Build one downtown with daily
features.
My biggest complaint is that city infrastructure is not keeping pace with new development - Centerra excepted. The roads out there
are very nice. The roads in town are not great, schools overcrowded, etc. Loveland is a great town but these things detract from the
quality of life here. Developers need to help out with this.
Need a good YMCA or recreational center where the teens can feel welcome and comfortable. Also need more police men, the meth
problem has ruined this town, and many landlords do not keep their properties up, due to dropping rents and over building of multi
family area- see McWhinney's and rated are way up the last 10 years.
Would like to see a bus stop closer to our area the nearest one is on 29th by Loveland High School. This makes using the bus system
inconvenient especially in bad weather.
We enjoy living in beautiful Loveland.
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Regarding safety in my community and Loveland's police services: I think our police should be sent to Compton, CA or some
hardened area to be trained, the police here have too much time on their hands and hassle motorists for stupid reasons, send them
somewhere so they can see WHAT true crimes are. Loveland is too calm to train effectively
After living here 52 years we see a need for better, efficient, affordable senior housing. Housing that bridges the gap between those
needing financial assistance and those moved here and want expensive housing. Many seniors wish to downsize into apartments but
can't find secure apartments made for seniors ( considering -no stairs, one garage, showers, wheel chair accessible, reasonable
rent). Please check into this. Rent here is outrageous for decent secure areas compared to our surrounding cities.
You are over building. There are too many homes vacant. People can't rent their homes or sell them. There are too many bankrupts.
Slow down on the building, we don't need them.
We both have master degrees. There are no jobs in Loveland that pay appropriately for our level of education and experience.
Loveland needs to be aggressive in getting good companies in here.
We've been in Loveland since 1974- we chose it for its quaintness. Our children graduated from Loveland high + went onto college
CSU + La State. It's a fine town. The downtown needs to be upgraded, restored and made more useful. Lots of galleries, restaurants,
and shops and rialto
I think it's unfair to put a higher sales tax on consumers who shop in the Centerra area
US 34 should be widened to 3 lanes each direction. Madison should be widened to 2 lanes all the way to 29th. City should
promote/require more water conservation methods.
The bureaucracy to get common sense things done is oftentimes ridiculous. i.e. re-striping US34 to relieve some congestion. Also city
council spending $10k on chairs is inappropriate.
Overall I have been happy with the quality of life in Loveland. Keep up the good work. Don't let business interests override community
interests. Thanks for the opportunity to provide my input.
I think over all Loveland is a good place to live-just too many people have also found out about the area! But also know if you don’t
grow-you die!
Would like to see Mahaffey park finished
City does not need to be involved or concerned about affordable housing. market forces will tend to it.
Loveland is a very nice city, but is growing too fast. Hopefully we can control that? I support what the McWhinney's and the city have
accomplished together.
Too many malls- too much buildings . Have lived here in Loveland for 38 years and Loveland has progressed well. Roads as always
need repairing. We do need more stop and go signs. Wish downtown would develop more so people could do their shopping their like
the good ole days.
With the rising cost of fuel, expand bike and recreational trails to take people to key and work areas. Expand bus routes. My closest
bus stop is~ 1 mile away. We need to expand our recycling. I don't have any place to take plastic bags anymore, yet the grocery
stores and most shops use them. I have to drive to Boulder to recycle soy milk containers. We need to expect more in our rapidly
changing environment . How about bus service to Winnona pool in the summer?
The streets, curbs, gutters and sidewalks of North Garfield Ave. are in terrible condition...(north of HWY34)...they are not safe for
handicapped persons (exception=streets) and are an eyesore in the middle of the city!
Great place but no job opportunities.
It appears the city is working the community quality of service- but- McWhinney comes first
Police activities should be more concerned with major crimes such as meth usage and gangs rather than harassing drivers trying to
make DUI arrests
I think Loveland is a nice place to live
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I think Loveland is the best place to live this side of paradise. City government is approachable and responsive.
I think Loveland is the best. I love it. Paying for a service that I don't use just isn't right. I think this should be addressed. I like to see
the jobs they say pay well. I am making the same I did 30 years ago. Could you live on the wage you made 30 years ago. A gallon of
gas is almost 3.00. Take that away from a low paying job. I am a senior now, which I can hardly find employment who values my
experience. I still have to make my house payment, electric, gas, and food. Yet they keep raising all the prices. They even try to add
more footage on my property but I keep fighting it. More growth which I didn't vote for just put more money in the pocket of the rich.
But this will prove to not be good in the future.
The Rialto & Loveland museum are outstanding. A dog park is needed. I'm looking forward to the downtown development across from
the museum. Eisenhower is too congested. Thanks for asking
The Loveland police department needs to get its officers off their behinds and start ticketing all the people who run red light, who
make right hand turns without stopping. I have seen them sit at a stoplight and a red light gets run, but because it is close to shift
change if nothing is done about it.
Thank you--I love Loveland!! Put money into downtown. Make it shine. It is a great asset.
Internet use daily
Internet use - never. I found the city Police to be impolite, unhelpful, unavailable and it is apparent that too many drivers are allowed
to break the rules--at times, right in front of them. Women the force found to be overbearing.
Internet use daily. Progress is not always massive growth. People choose to live in Northern Colorado because it has remnants of
ranching, farming, and wilderness. You have complete control of growth and quality of life and you're blowing it. I'm California which
has been trashed with uncontrolled growth. Please do not Californicate what's left of why all the people already here chose it. Stop
now and save the shreds that are left.
Salaries in area do not keep up with the cost of living. Your local newspaper is outrageously expensive. Other than that, this is a
wonderful place to live. My family is happy here.
Need Dog Park. Need Larimer County (Old) Fairgrounds back in action. This was a huge loss to the community. Support downtown.
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